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1 Chapter 1: Orientation 
 

1.1 Introduction to the Study 

 

Business in the twenty-first century has become global and being able to deal 

effectively with others who are culturally different has become a business 

necessity (Thomas & Inkson, 2004). Understanding and working with and across 

cultures is nowhere as prominent and as important as it is South Africa. This is 

particularly so because of the various cultures within South Africa combined with 

the challenges introduced by the ending of apartheid in 1994. 

 

To be successful, organisations have started realising that people’s differences 

can be their strength, if only leaders could perfect the skill of combining their 

qualities and ideas, whilst still valuing them and each other as very different and 

unique individuals. For centuries now the concept of the “melting pot” in which 

everyone embraced the same culture and values (DuPont, 1997) has worked 

well. However, the boundaries to trade and business within the twenty-first 

century have undergone vast adaptations with these boundaries to business 

being lifted and individuals across and within nations being given equal 

opportunities, no matter what nationality, race and / or gender group one 

represents. 

 

Arguing that organisations merely comprise bricks and mortar and that it is about 

the individuals within an organisation and their behaviours, one would then 

suggest that, to mobilise and equip an organisation in the twenty-first century, 

leaders would have to change the behaviours and thought processes of those 

individuals within and representing the organisation. 

 

As an opening statement the challenge to business in the twenty-first century, 

becomes apparent when one start to delve into the arsenal of skills required to 
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meet this challenge. For centuries leaders have been following the same recipe 

and consistently added the same ingredients as described in the metaphor of the 

“melting pot” without any real consideration for difference. Leaders have long 

known that interacting effectively with others is probably one of the most 

important skills a leader needs to have. Thomas and Inkson (2004) argue that for 

the foreseeable future, cultural differences will remain a key factor in these 

interpersonal interactions. Thomas and Inkson (2004) add two very distinct 

points. 

• Leaders who do not keep their skills up-to-date run the risk of losing out. 

• The key leadership competency for the twenty-first century is cultural 

intelligence.  

 

1.2 Objectives of the Study 

 

As with the challenge derived from the opening statement, the mere term 

“cultural intelligence” does not seem to be to complex until one delves into the 

various theoretical aspects, definitions and concepts within the literature on the 

topic. The metaphor one could attach to the term “cultural intelligence” is that of 

an iceberg. What one sees of it above the surface, is a mere five percent. It is 

within the portion below the surface, the remaining 95 percent, where the 

challenge to leaders of the twenty-first century lie.  

 

The purpose of the study is to examine the relationship between leader 

behaviours and cultural intelligence. The researcher’s study will shed light on 

how the different cultural groups within the South African workplace perceive 

leader behaviours and the cultural intelligence of their leaders. It will also display 

and review the theoretical views, definitions and concept, evaluating those skills 

a leader require to be successful in the theory of cultural intelligence, all of this 

within a South African context.  
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1.3 Scope and Focus of the Study 

 

The study will consider the different forms of intelligence i.e., intellectual ability 

(IQ), emotional ability (EQ), through to cultural ability (CQ) and will even touch on 

concepts such as social ability (SQ) and motivational ability (MQ). From here the 

study will emphasise cultural intelligence (CI, also called CQ), its components 

and the systems theory and thinking behind the developmental life cycle of 

cultural intelligence. Studies on what precisely these qualities / skills are that 

leaders need to have to be identified as being culturally intelligent are few and far 

between, and so the researcher will cite the various qualities / skills leaders need 

to have according the various theories and thought leaders on the topic. 

 

1.4 Importance of the Study 

 

Following the history of South Africa, as a nation through from the early years of 

apartheid up until today, few will disagree that equal opportunity for all is not at 

the order of day, applying to both gender and race. “The new constitution [of 

South Africa] guarantees equality between men and woman and people of all 

races” (Tayeb, 1996: 178). Acts such as the Basic Conditions of Employment Act 

57 of 1997, Labour Relations Act 66 of 1995 and the more topical Employment 

Equity Act 55 of 1998 require and ensure the enforcement of these rules. 

Financial Services Organisations within South Africa have all subscribed to the 

Financial Services Charter which stipulate equal opportunities for all even further, 

in the sense that race and gender targets are stipulated on which these 

organisations need to report annually by means of a Scorecard.  

 

To the researcher the metaphor of the “melting pot”, where differences between 

individuals were not a consideration, becomes very topical as all indication now 

point towards leaders having the ability to influence and mobilise a more diverse 

workgroup. Previously, leaders lead followers who were similar to them. They 

interacted with leaders similar to them and had to report to superiors similar to 

them. Leaders of the twenty-first century face the challenge of having to lead 
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followers, interact with peers and even report to superiors of different gender and 

race, not even mentioning culture. The current South African statistics on the 

population showing figures of 78% black, 9% coloured, 2% Asian and 11% white, 

further strengthen the point. 

 

In support to the above view, an empirical study conducted by Professor Lize 

Booysen, lecturer at the Graduate School of Business Leadership at UNISA, 

which investigated race and gender influences on leadership attributes in South 

African managers in retail banking, found, amongst other things, that there are 

sub-cultural differences between South African black and white managers, 

irrespective of gender.     

 

Besides the study mentioned above, limitations cited whilst reviewing the theory 

on the topic reveal various examples of studies conducted abroad, but not 

specific to the South African context. Booysen (2001: 35) ends her article on 

cultural influences among white and black managers in South Africa, with a very 

topical and powerful statement, ”South African leaders need to understand the 

different cultural expectations of all its people and corporate South Africa needs 

to ‘South Africanise’ in order to mobilise the people of South Africa effectively”.  

 

In their work, Hartog, Koopman, Thierry, Wilderom, Maczynski and Jarmuz 

(1997) stress the requirement to conduct additional research on leadership and 

leadership effectiveness, where more than one culture is present. They suggest 

that future research should not only aim to compare preferred leadership 

attributes but should strive to study the adaptation, in other words the leader 

behaviour towards the different cultures. The researcher could not cite any study 

that has specifically looked and addressed the topic of cultural intelligence (CQ) 

in South African leaders.  
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1.5 Environment of the Study 

 

The study will be conducted within South Africa, specifically in the Global Trade 

and Payment Operations Divisions within one, of what is termed, the big five 

leading Financial Services Institutions in South Africa. The opinions of leaders 

and followers on all levels, from the lowest to the highest in the organisation, 

giving consideration to race, gender and ethnic groups, will be essential to the 

success of the research and study and will therefore be included in the 

population and sampling.  A combination of quantitative and qualitative research 

methodology (triangulation) will be used, with a sample of 15 participants 

representing the institution. 

 

1.6 Clarification of Concepts of the Study 

 

From the above it can be deduced that cultural intelligence (CQ) defined “as an 

individual’s capability to deal effectively in situations characterised by cultural 

diversity” (Ang, Van Dyne & Koh, 2006: 101), is the focal point of the researcher’s 

study. 

 

Templer, Tay and Chandrasekar (2006: 155) in their article on motivational 

cultural intelligence suggest that Earley and Ang introduced a promising 

multidimensional individual attribute, CQ, comprising: 

• Cognitive CQ; 

• Metacognitive CQ; 

• Motivational CQ; and 

• Behavioural CQ. 

 

In the article, Personality Correlates of the Four-Factor Model of Cultural 

Intelligence, the authors suggest “that mental (metacognitive and cognitive) CQ 

significantly predicted cultural judgment and decision making (JDM) and task 
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performance; motivational CQ significantly predicted general adjustment in 

intercultural environments, while behavioural CQ related to task performance and 

general adjustment in intercultural environments” (Ang, Van Dyne & Koh, 2006: 

101).  

 

In the literature review following the introduction to the study the researcher will 

cite various theories on the construct of Cultural Intelligence (CQ) and what it 

means for leaders to develop this behaviour. 

 

1.7 Plan of the Study 

 

Following from the background and introduction of the theory as stated in the 

preceding sections Chapter Two, lays the theoretical background and foundation 

of the study, elaborating on the journey of the theory leading to the topic of the 

research proposal. Chapter Three contains the literature review that discusses 

cultural intelligence (CI and / or CQ) theory found in various reviews from 

sources, as mentioned in both the reference and bibliographical list. Chapter 

Four focuses on the problem statement(s) emerging from the review of the 

literature on cultural intelligence, followed by Chapter Five, the research design, 

in which the researcher describes the methodology employed in testing the 

relationship between CQ and leader behaviours. Chapter Six presents the results 

the researcher obtained from being in the field and applying the measurement 

tool to the identified sample of the study. In Chapter Seven the researcher 

discusses the results, after having analysed the data empirically. In this chapter, 

conclusions are offered and the implications of the research for theory and 

practice are presented. 
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2 Chapter 2: Theoretical Foundation of the Study 
 

Bratton, Grint and Nelson (2005)(Appendix 11.6) depict leadership as a process of 

continuous communication and interaction between the context (environment), 

the followers and the leaders. Organisations operate in many, very different 

environments at the same time. These environments consisting of 

• the external context where the PEST model is very often used; these 

include the political, economic, socio-cultural and technological 

influences and can be extended to include governmental and regulatory 

influences; 

• the organisational context consisting of formal (strategy, structure, work 

functions and management) and informal (rules, policies, procedures, 

leadership styles and culture); and 

• the evaluative context which considers the operating and financial 

performance of the organisation.   

Amongst the multitude of tasks allocated to that of a leader, one that stands out 

from, and differs substantially from that of management, is the concept of 

influence as illustrated by Yukl’s (2002) definition of leadership, as the process of 

influencing others and followers to understand and agree about what needs to be 

done and how it can be done effectively, as well as the process of facilitating 

individual and collective effort to accomplish the shared objectives. Alon and 

Higgins (2005) define leadership as the ability to turn vision into reality. More 

specifically, Dorfman and House (2004) define it as the ability of an individual to 

influence, motivate, and enable others to contribute towards the effectiveness 

and success of the organisations of which they are members. The terminology 

“leadership” is henceforth, used in the study as preference to “management”, as 

managing cross-cultural issues is considered part of the leadership function of 

management. Leaders have certain attributes, knowledge and even power and it 

is in the transformation of these attributes into practice that followers decide to be 

lead by the leader. 
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In their work on the Diverse Identities in Organisations, Nkomo and Cox (1996) 

identify various linkages between effective leadership, follower behaviour and 

how culture and the lack of understanding and / or considering culture (IC, CQ) 

could lead to ineffective relationships with consequent impacts on the context 

(organisational) level. They state that, besides cultural difference potentially 

being a barrier to communication and understanding between individuals, 

“cultural misunderstanding can [even] lead to ineffective relationship in 

organisations especially in dyadic relationship between a supervisor and his / her 

direct reports [followers]”, (Nkomo & Cox, 1996: 345). They continue that 

ineffective leadership of followers, even those from the same nationality and / or 

organisation, is very often due to misunderstanding of cultural differences, and 

they argue that this inefficiency could even impact motivation and leadership 

(Nkomo & Cox, 1996: 346). The above reveals a clear link between leadership 

effectiveness through considering culture, which poses a great challenge to the 

nation’s leaders, no matter which role they fulfil. What is further undisputed, is 

that leadership effectiveness strongly correlates with that of organisational 

success. “The questions thus becomes: what kind of leadership do organisations 

need to develop to continue being successful in the future?” (Human, 2005: 12). 

 

Taking all of the above into account the researcher observes that the world over, 

leadership is, very simply, getting things done through people, whether these 

things, are or are not aligned to the objective of the context / organisation. This 

then implies that the leader needs to know what needs to be done as well as 

know and understand the people that are involved.  

 

“Understanding people, means understanding their background, from which their 

present and future behaviour can be predicted. Their background has provided 

them with a certain culture, the word culture being used in the sense of the 

collective programming of the mind, which distinguishes the members of one 

category of people from another. The category people may be a nation, a region 

or an ethnic group, women or men (gender culture), old or young (age group and 

generation culture), a social class, a profession or occupation (occupational 
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culture), a type of business, a work organization or part of it (organizational 

culture), or even family” (Hofstede, 1994: 1).  

 

Culture within nations, organisation and individuals has been a topic of 

considerable debate and is the subject of many leading business articles and 

textbooks even those prescribed by leading business schools. “The definition 

that, perhaps, best fits the concept is that culture is a ‘collective programming of 

the mind’, ‘collective soul’ or some type of ‘social glue’ that holds people 

together” (Warner & Joynt, 2002: 1).  

 

The researcher uses the metaphor of an onion to depict the very different but 

closely related cultural levels found in the literature. As one would peel the onion 

and remove the layers one would find national culture on the outer layer, followed 

by organisational culture and then the culture of the individual on the inner layer. 

This individual culture could (as theorised above) comprise the culture of the 

family, gender, generation, and social class and even as far as religion. “Family 

and religion are two primary institutions which play a significant role in creating 

and shaping a substantial proportion of the values and attitudes we hold. These 

are then reinforced and sustained through secondary institutions, such as 

educational and political economic regimes and systems” (Tayeb, 1996: 63). 

 

The researcher found that there are very distinct relations between what is 

researched here and the main aims of the GLOBE study of 62 societies.  

 

The GLOBE study focuses on obtaining answers to the fundamental questions of 

whether there are leader behaviours, which are universally accepted and 

effective across cultures, as well as whether such behaviours are differentially 

accepted and effective across cultures. (Hartog, Koopman, Thierry, Wilderom, 

Maczynski & Jarmuz, 1997)(Dorfman & House, 2004). This potentially enables 

and helps cross-cultural leadership in “identifying the how, why, what, and where 

of cultural impacts on leadership processes” (Dorfman & House, 2004: 53).  
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A further outcome of the GLOBE study, which the researcher found imperative to 

answer as it could prove this study nil and void, was to supply clarification on the 

concern raised by the theory of divergence versus convergence on culture, also 

referred to as ‘emic and etic’, respectively. The theory on divergence suggest that 

one should study culture, because leadership differs from nation to nation, 

organisation to organisation and individual to individual and “that elements such 

as differing values and behaviours, differing stages of economic development 

and unevenly distributed global resources will guarantee global diversity. By 

contrast, convergence theory suggests that because of technology, structure, 

and a global orientation by many firms, it is not necessary to practice cross-

cultural management. Convergence theory involves pragmatic issues that can 

push one in the direction of adopting a ‘one best way’ approach to the 

management [leadership] of organisations worldwide” (Warner & Joynt, 2002: 2). 

Put differently, a similar question is raised within the GLOBE study, “Are cultural 

differences here to stay, or will forces of globalization blur differences among 

nations and organisation [and individuals]? It is often suggested that there is a 

substantial amount of cross-national convergence of management [leadership] 

practices, values, and beliefs” (Dorfman and House, 2004: 53).   

The answer is. “In sum, we are relatively confident that there is no evidence of a 

single model of management [leadership] practices or of cultural values towards 

which all nations are converging” (Dorfman and House, 2004: 54).  

 

Having resolved the concern round cultural convergence the researcher cites 

Dorfman and House (2004) stating that even although the terminology leadership 

across cultures will differ, they also expect that there will be some aspects of the 

leadership construct that will prove to show similarities. With this in mind the 

GLOBE study generated a working definition of organisational leadership: as 

being “ the ability of an individual to influence, motivate, and enable others to 

contribute toward the effectiveness and success of the organisations of which 

they are members” (Dorfman & House, 2004: 56). This definition was accepted 

by 54 researchers from 38 countries at the first GLOBE research conference held 

at the University of Calgary in Canada in August 1994.  
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Having covered culture in the background to the study the researcher has 

decided to leave culture aside for now and focus only on intelligence by stating 

what Alon and Higgins (2005) argue, that IQ is not the only intelligence. “Based 

on all evidence available, we suggest at the core of global [national and local] 

leadership are these three intelligences [in no order of importance]:  

1. Rational and logic based verbal and quantitative intelligence [IQ] with 

which most people are familiar and which is measured by traditional IQ 

tests; 

2. Emotional intelligence (EI), which has risen to prominence as a 

determiner of success in the past 10 years and which can be 

measured by EQ tests; and 

3. The most recent addition to our list of intelligences, cultural intelligence 

(CQ), which can be measured by CQ tests that are only now coming 

into existence”  

(Alon & Higgins, 2005: 503).  

 

The various Q’s (if one could call them such) are almost interrelated / 

interdependent. In fact it is cited that CQ complements EQ and is actually 

essential to EQ. In other instances is also cited how EQ supplements CQ as 

“there are also connecting points between cultural and other types of interactive 

intelligences such as social intelligence or emotional intelligence” (Brislin, 

Worthley & Macnab, 2006: 41). Other related intelligences cited are two variants 

of SQ, these being social intelligence and successful intelligence, as well as MQ, 

being moral intelligence, and even motivational cultural intelligence, termed MCQ 

by the researcher. Even although the content of the research will be 

predominantly focussed on IQ, EQ, CQ and motivational CQ, the researcher 

would like to spend the time discussing the other forms of intelligence in order to 

avoid creating confusion by clarifying the terminology and raising the awareness 

of intelligence for both the researcher and the reader. 
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SQ 
 

Brugge (2005) argues that, central to the Ubuntu-based Afrocentric approach, 

“An interpersonal emotional competence, social responsibility, is important as it 

relates to being co-operative and a constructive member of one’s social group. It 

also means contributing to organisational goals, while being aware of the greater 

good and contributions to society as a whole. This supersedes emotional 

intelligence to include moral intelligence [MQ]” (Brugge, 2005: 9).  

 

Early and Peterson (2004) state that CQ differs from social intelligence (SQ) as 

much as it differs from EQ by the mere fact that SQ does not give consideration 

to multicultural richness. They add that SQ “reflects the ability to understand and 

manage people” (Earley & Peterson, 2004: 105) and can be argued to be an 

underlying dimension of personality. “Many of the schema and social or 

emotional cues used by people from one culture to ascertain another person’s 

emotional state (e.g., empathize) differ radically from those used in other 

cultures” (Earley & Peterson, 2004: 105). As a definition “High social intelligence 

reflects a person’s capacity to perform actions (such as problem solving) with and 

through others” (Earley & Peterson, 2004: 105). According to Brislin and 

colleagues, “Social intelligence refers to the individual’s fund of knowledge about 

the social world” and “involves a set of abilities and skills that allow us to “get 

along with” and relate to the people around us” (Brislin, Worthley & Macnab, 

2006: 41). The researcher further building on the concept of interdependence 

cited “cultural intelligence is a type of higher level social intelligence, allowing one 

to be socially effective in multiple and varied cultural settings with different 

norms” (Brislin, Worthley & Macnab, 2006: 48). 

 

Successful intelligence can be defined as “the ability to achieve what one seeks 

in life, within one’s sociocultural context, through a combination of adapting to, 

shaping, and selecting environments, by a mix of analytical, creative, and 

practical abilities” (Sternberg & Grigorenko, 2006: 28). Successful intelligence 

could be described as being aware / intelligent within a culture as opposed to 
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cultural intelligence, which is being aware / intelligent within and across cultures. 

The researcher sees this as a clear limitation to the study. 

 
MQ 

 

“Motivational CQ refers to an individual’s extent of interest and drive to adapt to 

new cultural surroundings (Ang & Van Dyne, 2005). It is conceptualised as an 

individual’s intrinsic motivation and specific self-efficacy [self-efficacy in 

motivational CQ refers to judgment of one’s capability to accomplish a certain 

level of performance in a new culture] to engage in cross-cultural experiences 

and master its nuances. Individuals with high motivational CQ are intrinsically 

motivated to experience new and varied cross-cultural encounters (Early & 

Petersen, 2004). They value novel cultural experiences and enjoy interacting with 

people from different cultural backgrounds. Individuals with high motivational CQ 

are also self-efficacious in their adaptive abilities” (Templer, Tay & Chandrasekar, 

2006: 156-157). Templer, Tay and Chandrasekar (2006) add that individuals high 

in motivational CQ experience higher levels of cross-cultural adjustment, whether 

it be adjustment to the host culture and general living conditions in the host 

society (general adjustment), engaging comfortably in interpersonal relations with 

the host country nationals (interactions adjustment) or fitting into the local work 

culture, expectations and requirements in the foreign institution (work 

adjustment). The researcher argues that, even although there is a clear link to 

expatriate working conditions and environments discussed under the three 

different adjustment types above (not really the focus of the study), high 

motivation CQ could still be applicable if one considers that individuals who are 

high in motivational CQ adapt more easily to cultural differences and show 

increasing openness towards trying new different cross-cultural experiences.         

 
IQ 
 

IQ as a construct has been around for years and the researcher argues that, to 

be in a leadership position in the twenty-first century, especially in South Africa, 

probably implies that the leader possesses the required level of IQ. Thus the 
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researcher has decided not to delve into the construct of IQ any further other 

than stating the obvious.  

 
EQ 

 

“EQ simply defined, means the ability to understand and manage one’s emotions 

and those of others” (Brugge, 2005: 8). “Emotional intelligence involves a set of 

abilities and skills that allow, among other things, self-awareness, impulse 

control, self-efficacy, empathy, and social deftness” (Brislin, Worthley & Macnab, 

2006: 47) and “High emotional intelligence reflects a person’s capacity to 

understanding and convey human emotion” (Earley & Peterson, 2004: 105). 

Early and Peterson go further stating that “emotional intelligence captures a 

variety of attributes related to a person’s ability to read and respond to the 

affective states of culturally similar others and to self regulate emotion” (Earley & 

Peterson, 2004: 105). 

 

Alon and Higgins (2005) state that researchers have found that the most critical 

leadership skill in the U.S. is that of EQ as it influences the leaders’ level of 

behaviour making them more or less successful. “Given the linkage between 

emotional intelligence and success, [the question arises], how can one transfer 

emotional intelligence to other nations / cultures? The answer lies in cultural 

intelligence” (Alon & Higgins, 2005: 505). The authors also state “emotional 

intelligence may not transfer across borders if the symbolism and the ability to 

respond to the affective states of others carry different interpretations across 

cultures. Thus in order to be EQ effective, one must also be CQ effective” (Alon & 

Higgins, 2005: 506).  

 

The link from EQ to CQ and vice versa is best explained by asking, “the question 

of how high an EQ someone can have in a culture other than the one they grew 

up in. Because the cues to emotions across cultures vary from being somewhat 

different to quite different, CI [cultural intelligence] becomes extremely important. 

CI enables leaders to translate the varying EQ behaviours of different cultures, 
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and to then choose a more appropriate EQ action for a specific culture than the 

leader might otherwise have chosen” (Alon & Higgins, 2005: 505).  

 

Alon and Higgins (2005) continue stating “cultural intelligence is a meta-

intelligence [intelligence about intelligence], encompassing a variety of forms of 

intelligence (including the traditional analytical skills [IQ]) and enacting them 

outside of the frame of reference in which they were developed. Emotional 

intelligence [EQ], therefore, is essential for promoting better cross-cultural 

interactions” (Alon & Higgins, 2005: 506). 

 

In their article “Culture + Intelligence old constructs, new frontiers” NG and Early 

(2006) state that applied organisational research on the constructs, culture and 

intelligence, goes back as far as the 1960s. In the very same article they pose 

two very important questions being “Can cross cultural research ignore the role of 

intelligence in the workplace, given that various forms of intelligence (academic 

as well as non-academic) have been found to influence important work 

outcomes? Likewise, can intelligence research ignore the influence of culture, 

given today’s global business and work environment?” (NG & Early, 2006: 5). 

 
CQ 

 

Opening the discussion on cultural intelligence (CQ) it seems appropriate for the 

researcher to quote, “intelligence is a cultural product, and to the extent that 

cultures vary, so too will the meaning and expressions of intelligence vary” (Berry 

& Ward, 2006: 64).  

 

Before delving deeper into cultural intelligence (CQ) as a construct, the 

researcher wishes to make a clear distinction between what could become 

confusing, should one not be fully aware of what is being discussed. The 

researcher cited confusion through his journey of the literature to this very 

complex construct as the terminology cultural intelligence could have different 

meanings, to different readers depending in which context it gets utilised. “One of 
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the most common uses refers to people’s success (or lack thereof) when 

adjusting to another culture, for example, on an overseas business assignment. 

The other use of cultural intelligence deals with behaviours that are considered 

“intelligent” in different cultures” (Brislin, Worthley & Macnab, 2006: 40).  

 

Alon and Higgins (2005) suggest that, within cultural intelligence, clear distinction 

is made between two major types of cultural intelligences. “The first is what we 

call organisational CI. The second type of awareness, the focus of our 

examination [and that of the researchers’], is related to geographic / ethnic 

culture” (Alon & Higgins, 2005: 503). To assist in the understanding Alon and 

Higgins (2005) present the figure below.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

It is clear from the depiction that organisational cultural intelligence, depicted in 

red, impacts the leadership process at an early stage where the leader needs to 

have an understanding of the culture of the nation through to the organisation to 

that of individuals. The other cultural intelligence (CQ), depicted in green, being 

geographic and ethnic cultural intelligence, impacts the leadership process when 

it starts moving into global settings. This being the cultural intelligence studied by 

the researcher, a very important point to be made of which the reader should 

continuously remind him / her self. 
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Having clarified the confusion between the terminologies and the various forms of 

CI’s (CQ’s), Tan (2004) suggests, “that one way to understand cultural 

intelligence is in relation to emotional or social [both constructs already defined 

and discussed earlier] intelligences. Emotional intelligence presumes people are 

familiar with their own culture and that they (often unconsciously) use familiar 

situations as a way to interact with others” (Tan, 2004: 19). Referring to the 

interdependence argument between the EQ and CQ presented by the researcher 

earlier, “Cultural intelligence picks up where emotional intelligence leaves off – it 

involves dealing with people and situations in unfamiliar surroundings. Cultural 

intelligence determines a person’s ability to adjust to new cultures. Thus cultural 

intelligence can be defined as a person’s ability to successfully adapt to new 

cultural settings, that is, to unfamiliar settings attributable to cultural context” 

(Tan, 2004: 19).   

 

The main interest of this research is to look at the behaviour of leaders and how 

they correlate to cultural intelligence (CQ) in South Africa’s multicultural 

environment. 
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3 Chapter 3: Literature Review 

 

What is cultural intelligence?  

 

Referring to the dictionary, culture could be defined as “the total of the inherited 

ideas, beliefs, values, and knowledge, which constitutes the shared bases of 

social action or the attitudes and general behaviour of a particular social group” 

and intelligence as “the capacity for understanding ability to perceive and 

comprehend meaning” (Collins Concise Dictionary of English, 2004). Referring to 

the metaphor of the iceberg, though not wrong, considering the term cultural 

intelligence as theoretical as that described within the dictionary is much like 

covering and giving consideration only to the five percent of what one sees of the 

iceberg above the surface of the sea. The researcher will continue building on 

this metaphor in the literature review by trying to touch on the 95 percent of the 

iceberg that is below the surface of the sea and which cannot be viewed as 

theoretical as a mere dictionary entry. “It is hardly useful to categorize cultures 

according to their surface presentations. If this is cultural intelligence, then we 

had better think again” (Hampden-Turner & Trompenaars, 2006: 61) 

 

Cultural intelligence is a new concept and encompasses many of the 

intelligences already described in the previous chapter termed “the Q’s” by the 

researchers. It starts off with verbal and quantitative intelligence (IQ) followed by 

emotional intelligence (EQ), described as the skill a leader has to perceive and 

understand the emotion state of self and others. This linked with the social 

awareness and knowledge (SQ) should give the leader the required motivation 

(MQ) to adapt behaviour appropriately within a new or changing cultural setting. 

This combined, for the researcher is cultural intelligence (CQ). Although written 

differently, Offerman and Phan (2002) suggest something similar. “Cultural 

intelligence is what allows us to transcend our cultural programming and function 

effectively in cross-cultural situations, either within or between nations. It is the 

capability of leaving behind those intelligent behaviours learned in one context 
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when what is intelligent in another context differs” (Offerman & Phan, 2002: 191). 

To create an effective leader-follower relationship, those wanting to behave in a 

culturally intelligent way would have to have the motivation to forego the “boxes” 

and stereotyping of people not similar to them. The real value lies within how the 

leader accepts the differences of individuals and combines these differences in 

order to achieve success. Success of this nature would be far superior to that of 

having a team all talking, thinking and behaving in similar ways, this is “true 

adaptation – true cultural intelligence” (Offerman & Phan, 2002: 199). “The 

cultural [intelligent] manager [leader] draws on a breadth of experience and can 

make fine discriminations among subtle different behaviours that perfectly fit the 

situation. One manager [leader] called this ability a matrix in the minds of 

managers” (Thomas & Inkson, 2004: 62). 

 

THEORIES OF CULTURALLY INTELLIGENT LEADERSHIP 

 

1. One definition of cultural intelligence is “The ability to function effectively in a 

diverse context where the assumptions, values, and traditions of one’s upbringing 

are not uniformly shared with those with whom one needs to act” (Offerman & 

Phan, 2001) It has three elements: 

• self awareness - understanding the impact of one’s own culture and 

background on perceptions and behaviours; 

• social awareness - understanding others and their comparable values, 

biases and expectations; and 

• behavioural adaptability - being able to adapt behaviours and expectations 

in cross-cultural situations.    

 

Leaders very often strive towards understanding their followers and the members 

of the team first, and forget that probably the best place to start in understanding 

others is to start with oneself. This way one would be guarded against 

categorising individuals into compartments and stereotyping followers into 

groups. Another quality required by leaders is to make their followers aware of 
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this flow in understanding of culture, as followers also fall into the trap of first 

wanting to understand others, this being evident in that they have very specific 

requirements of their leader. The leader now understanding him / her self and the 

followers, are in a position to better align and adapt his / her behaviour according 

the requirement of not only the situation but also the various followers. 

 

2. Brislin, Worthley and Macnab (2006: 48) suggest a four-part process to cultural 

awareness and understanding: 

• identification of new behaviours; 

• identification of reason(s) for behaviours; 

• consideration of emotional implications of behaviour; and 

• using this new understanding and awareness for inductive reasoning in 

respect of wider cultural implications. 

 

In addition to this four-part process NG and Early (2006: 11) propose two 

additional attributes of CQ: 

• the ability to anticipate and accept confusion; and 

• the ability to distinguish cooperative cross-cultural encounters from 

competitive ones to avoid being manipulated or exploited. 

 

Brislin, Worthley and Macnab, in their article “Cultural Intelligence” suggest the 

existence of a three-part process developed by Trompenaars and Woolliams 

(2000). The three R’s are: 

• recognition; 

• respect; and 

• reconciliation. 
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The researcher did not cite this during his journey through the literature review 

but thought it pertinent to mention.  

 

3. Hampden-Turner and Trompenaars (2006) propose three properties that a 

culturally intelligent individual should possess: 

• the ability to synergise contrasting values of different cultures; 

• the ability to treat opposing values as complementary rather than 

contradictory; and 

• the ability to understand the presence of, and interplay between, dominant 

and latent values within a culture. 

 

4. Tan (2004: 19) states cultural intelligence has three key parts: 

• thinking and solving problems in particular ways (cultural strategic 

thinking); 

• being energised and persistent in one’s actions (motivational); and 

• acting in certain ways (behavioural). 

 

Cultural strategic thinking refers to obtaining an understanding of why individuals 

new within a cultural setting act the way they do. “Cultural strategic thinking 

involves cultural thinking and learning, that is, the process through which we gain 

our cultural knowledge. This kind of cultural thinking and learning, called 

metacognition by psychologists, has also been referred to as thinking about 

thinking or learning to learn”  (Tan, 2004: 20). Motivation here means enabling of 

the individual to adjust and adapt successfully whereas the enacting part of the 

process refers to “a person’s ability to do the right thing, to engage in action that 

is adaptive” (Tan, 2004: 19). 
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5. Earley and Peterson (2004: 105) claims, at its core, CQ consists of three 

fundamental elements: 

• metacognition and cognition (thinking, learning and strategising); 

• motivation (efficacy and confidence, persistence, value congruence and 

affect for the new culture); and 

• behaviour (social mimicry, and behavioural repertoire). 

 

The researcher argues here that the elements, as Earley and Peterson (2004) 

call them, can be seen to align to those points of Tan (2004) described under 

point four. 

 

6. Thomas and Inkson (2004) and Thomas (2006) theorise that cultural 

intelligence comprises: 

• knowledge of any given culture, what it is, how it varies between 

individuals and how it influences behaviour; 

• mindfulness, which can be seen as a heightened awareness and 

enhanced attention to current experience and / or reality; and 

• behaviour, the ability to behave appropriately in any relevant cultural 

setting, having gained the appropriate knowledge and applied 

mindfulness.                                                                                        

 

Thomas and Inkson (2004) and Thomas (2006) state that these “three 

components combined provide a template for intercultural flexibility and 

competence. In brief, culturally intelligent people have: 

• the knowledge to understand cross-cultural phenomena; 

• the mindfulness to observe and interpret particular situations; and 
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• the skill of adapting behaviour to act appropriately and successfully in a 

range of situations. These three components are connected to and build 

on each other” (Thomas & Inkson, 2004: 20). This is depicted below. 

                                                        

                                                                         

 

 

 

 

In answer to the questions, so how do individuals develop this skill, the 

researcher cites. “Everyone can learn to be more culturally intelligent” (Thomas & 

Inkson, 2004: 21), “we present a roadmap for improving your cultural intelligence 

by addressing the three issues [components] one by one” (Thomas & Inkson, 

2004: 21). 

 
KNOWLEDGE 

 

The first CQ requires knowing what culture is, how the different cultures vary and 

how the various cultures influence and affect behaviour. Thomas (2006), 

supported by Early and Petersen (2004), suggests that there are “declarative and 

procedural knowledge, which Early (2002) called process aspects of CQ” 

(Thomas, 2006: 81). “These levels of knowledge are sufficiently interrelated so 

that they shade into one another and in practice are difficult to distinguish” 

(Thomas, 2006: 81).  Content knowledge of cultures forms the foundation of CQ, 

as it forms the basis from which behaviour is understood and includes knowledge 

of cultural identities, values, attitudes and practices. By process knowledge “I 

suggest that culture influences behaviour through identifiable cognitive and 

motivational mechanisms” (Thomas, 2006: 82). Cognitive influence on knowledge 

indicates that individuals who are culturally different learn very different sets of 

values from which they then develop their cognitive frameworks. In settings 
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where information is lacking and making sense of signals from others is required, 

individuals will refer to these cognitive frameworks from which they will seek to 

retrieve information stored within memory to guide them towards this sense 

making. Motivational influence addresses the issue of what is wanted or 

preferred in terms of outcomes and behaviour. “It is important to note that it is the 

knowledge of how motivation might differentially affect behaviour” (Thomas, 

2006: 83). 

 

MINDFULNESS 

 

The researcher argues, “A good starting point to understanding mindfulness is to 

examine its alternative – mindlessness” (Thomas & Inkson, 2004: 43). 

Mindlessness refers to being able to do more than one thing at a time and in the 

setting of culture it could be related to the example of focusing on business as 

usual, without considering aspect such as culture. Mindfulness is an integral part 

of the process towards becoming culturally intelligent, as it links knowledge and 

behaviour and is very often described as a higher level of awareness. Thomas 

(2006) suggest that individuals who have developed high levels of mindfulness 

will show attributes similar to the ones stated below: 

• being aware of their own assumptions, believes, ideas, emotions; 

• being aware of the others and being able to tune into their assumptions, 

words and behaviours; 

• being able to utilise all senses in varying situations (seeing and hearing); 

• being able to consider situations from more than one point of view; 

• being able to alter mental maps of others so that responses towards them 

can be changed; 

• being able to categorise others without stereotyping and 

compartmentalising individuals; 

• being able to seeks fresh information that may alter mental maps; and 
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• being able to practice empathy, the skill of being able to place oneself in 

the shoes of others. 

 

Thomas (2006) identifies mindfulness “as a specific metacognitive strategy that 

regulates cognition. Mindfulness as a metacognitive strategy focussed attention 

on the knowledge of culture and the processes of cultural influences as well as 

on an individual’s motives, goals, emotions, and external stimuli. By so doing it 

controls cognitive processing and response by: 

• bringing  to mind knowledge relevant to the focus of attention; 

• choosing not to respond automatically; 

• inhibiting undesirable responses; and 

• editing responses to be consistent with motives and goals”. 

 

BEHAVIOUR 

 

The researcher would like to argue that behaviour is probably the most visible 

ingredient to cultural intelligence. Behaving appropriately within a new or differing 

cultural setting is the visible part of cultural intelligence seen by followers and it is 

when the behaviour does not align to the situation, that the leader loses respect. 

This is sad, considering that effort towards knowing which behaviour best suites 

the situation lies within knowledge and mindfulness.    

 

Thomas and Inkson (2004) argue that individuals can learn to be culturally 

intelligent through either developing current characteristics they already possess 

or by developing those required, should they not exist. Possessing these 

characteristics would increase their motivation to becoming more culturally 

intelligent. These characteristics are discussed below. 
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1. Integrity - An honest understanding of one-self lays the foundation for 

becoming culturally intelligent and influences how one interact with others. “In 

this way, integrity also implies completeness and well roundedness. Individuals 

with high integrity are not threatened by views or behaviour that is very different 

from their own” (Thomas & Inkson, 2004: 65). 

 

2. Openness (Humility and Inquisitiveness) - A passive form of open-

mindedness is that of humility, showing deferential respect and a willingness to 

learn from others. An active form of openness is inquisitiveness and indicates 

curiosity to learn about others and their cultures. “Without inquisitiveness, 

opportunities to develop cultural intelligence through interacting with others are 

often declined or wasted” (Thomas & Inkson, 2004: 65). 

 

3. Hardiness - “Hardiness is robustness, courage, intrepidness, and capability of 

surviving unfavourable conditions. If we are hardy we can know what behaviours 

are required and how to execute them effectively. Individuals at this stage of 

development may be quite rare, but they demonstrate a level of cultural 

intelligence we all might aspire” (Thomas & Inkson, 2004: 65-66). 

 

Thomas and Inkson (2004), state that many individuals fail in multicultural 

settings, some in more ways than one. The reasons for this are listed below. 

• As Offerman and Phan suggest, individuals are very often unaware of the 

key features and biases of their own culture and seem to want to 

understand those of the other culture first. Not having an understanding of 

the basis from which one views other cultures, could cloud judgement. 

• Difference, as with change could very often be threatening and as such, 

individuals feel threatened when interacting with people from differing 

cultures. 

• Very often individuals can see the difference but they do not understand or 

cannot explain this difference. This should lead one to guard against 
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placing individuals into categories, as that is normally the easiest solution 

when one does not understand and / or cannot explain the actions of 

others.  

• Having the experience is one thing, but transferring that experience from 

one culture to another is a very different skill. 

• As cultural orientation is so part of people’s values (values sit at the 

deepest level of culture and are very often unconscious and seldom 

spoken of) individuals might not even notice that their cultural orientation is 

affecting their behaviour. 

• Very simply put, one could have all the awareness, understanding, and 

could even have gone as far as having adapted to the new situation, but 

sometimes the individual can only do this for a period of time and cannot 

sustain it.   

 

In summary Thomas and Inkson (2004) argues, “People at higher levels of 

cultural intelligence have a cognitive complex perception of their environment. 

Culturally intelligent individuals are able to see past the stereotypes that a 

superficial understanding of cultural dimensions – such as collectivism, 

uncertainty avoidance, and power distance – provide. These dimensions are only 

a first step (part of knowledge component) of developing cultural intelligence. 

Culturally intelligent people see the connections between a culture and its 

context, history, and value orientations. They realise that knowledge of the 

culture of a country or region is only valuable in the context of understanding its 

religious, philosophical, and historical issues. But an understanding of the history 

of their interactions over the centuries is necessary for a truly accurate 

understanding of the values, attitudes, and beliefs that underlie their behaviour 

toward each other and the outside world”  (Thomas & Inkson, 2004: 68). 
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7. Templer, Tay and Chandrasekar (2006) in their article on motivational cultural 

intelligence, suggest that Earley and Ang (2003) introduced a promising 

multidimensional individual attribute, CQ, comprising: 

• cognitive CQ; 

• metacognitive CQ; 

• motivational CQ; and 

• behavioural CQ 

 

8. Ang, Van Dyne and Koh (2006) in their article on Personality traits that align to 

Cultural Intelligence cite a multifactor concept of cultural intelligence (CQ) that 

includes the below components: 

• mental (metacognitive and cognitive); 

• motivational; and 

• behavioural 

 

“Mental intelligence includes metacognitive and cognitive capabilities (i.e., 

cognitive processes and cognitive knowledge); motivational intelligence 

acknowledges that most cognition is motivated and that the magnitude and 

direction of an individual’s energy represents motivational intelligence; while 

behavioural intelligence focuses on what individuals do (i.e. their overt actions) 

rather than what they think or feel (i.e. thoughts and emotions). In parallel 

fashion, metacognitive CQ reflects the processes individuals use to acquire and 

understand cultural knowledge. Cognitive CQ is general knowledge and 

knowledge structures about culture. Motivational CQ is magnitude and direction 

of energy applied towards learning about and functioning in cross-cultural 

situations. Behavioural CQ is the capability to exhibit appropriate verbal and 

nonverbal actions when interacting with people from different cultures.” (Ang, Van 

Dyne & Koh, 2006: 101).  
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Ang, Van Dyne and Koh (2006) also mention that CQ is an individual’s state-like 

ability to deal effective with people from differing cultures. These state-like 

abilities being very different from that of the individual’s trait-like personality 

characteristics.  In their article Personality Correlates of the Four-Factor Model of 

Cultural Intelligence, they mention their study examining a model of personality 

characteristics (trait-like) as predictors of CQ (state-like) capabilities.  

 

Ang, Van Dyne and Koh (2006) argue that the The Big Five model of “personality 

offers a theoretically based and parsimonious framework for predicting outcomes 

with relevance to cross-cultural interactions, overseas assignments, and 

expatriate management.” (Ang, Van Dyne & Koh, 2006: 104), and developed 

specific links between the components of the five factors of the Big Five model 

and those of the Four-Factor model of CQ. These are reviewed below. 

 

1. Conscientiousness - Individuals high in conscientiousness generally perform 

better than those low in conscientiousness. Conscientious individuals display 

traits such as being dependable (responsible, careful and reliable), efficient 

(planful, orderly, punctual, and disciplined), and industrious (hardworking, 

persistent, energetic, and striving towards achievement). “In thinking about 

conscientiousness and the four factors of CQ, we posit that conscientiousness is 

related to metacognitive CQ” (Ang, Van Dyne & Koh, 2006: 105).  

 

2. Agreeableness - Individuals low in agreeableness often use power to resolve 

social conflict and as a result experience more conflict than those with a high 

agreeableness trait. Individuals high in agreeableness are friendly, good natured, 

cooperative, soft-hearted, non-hostile, helpful, courteous, flexible, warm, likeable, 

emotionally supportive and nurturing. “In thinking about agreeableness and the 

four factors of CQ, we posit that agreeableness is related to behavioural CQ and 

not to mental (metacognitive or cognitive) or motivational CQ” (Ang, Van Dyne & 

Koh, 2006: 105).  
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3. Emotional Stability - Individuals high in emotional stability are generally calm 

and even-tempered, they do not express much emotion. They tend to be less 

anxious, depressed, angry, embarrassed, worried, insecure and self-conscious. 

“In thinking about emotional stability and the four factors of CQ, we posit that 

similarly to agreeableness, emotional stability is related to behavioural CQ and 

not to mental (metacognitive or cognitive) or motivational CQ” (Ang, Van Dyne & 

Koh, 2006: 106). 

 

4. Extraversion - Individuals high in extraversion are generally sociable, 

assertive, active, bold, energetic, adventurous, expressive, self-confident, 

talkative and spontaneous. Those low in extraversion could be seen to show 

traits of introversion, timidness, submissiveness, un-assured, silent and inhibited. 

“In thinking about extraversion and the four factors of CQ, we posit that 

extraversion is related to the motivational and behavioural facets of CQ but that 

there is little theoretical rationale to expect extraversion to relate to mental 

capabilities of CQ” (Ang, Van Dyne & Koh, 2006: 107).  

 

5. Openness to experience - This facet of the Big Five model is by far the least 

understood, but is suggested that those individuals who possess this trait are 

imaginative, creative, cultured, original, broad-minded, intelligent and artistically 

sensitive. “Extending this to our interest in CQ, we argue that openness to 

experience will be related to metacognitive CQ because those who are curious 

and high in openness spend time ‘thinking about thinking’. We also expect that 

openness to experiences will be related to cognitive CQ.” (Ang, Van Dyne & Koh, 

2006: 108). Individuals possessing openness to experience show the willingness 

to experience and enjoy new and unfamiliar environments and “thus, we 

proposed that openness would be associated with motivational CQ” (Ang, Van 

Dyne & Koh, 2006: 109). “Finally, we [Ang, Van Dyne & Koh] expect openness to 

experience to be positively related to behavioural CQ. We base our reasoning on 

adaptive performance being a person’s proficiency in altering his or her 

behaviour to meet the demands of new, uncertain, and unpredictable work 

situations” (Ang, Van Dyne & Koh, 2006: 109).  
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In establishing whether the various hypotheses as argued above, can in fact be 

proven, Ang, Van Dyne and Koh (2006), assessed CQ with the 20-item, four-

factor model developed and validated by Ang and colleagues in 2004. Ang, Van 

Dyne and Koh (2006), used the Personal Characteristics Inventory (PCI) to 

assess the 5-factor model (FFM) of personality. “The current study [as explained 

thus far] is the first to examine personality and CQ” (Ang, Van Dyne & Koh, 2006: 

115). 

 

In their study the authors conclude, “results of the current study demonstrate 

relationships between Big Five personality factors and the four-factor model of 

CQ (the capability to deal effectively in situations characterised by cultural 

diversity). Conscientiousness was related to metacognitive CQ; agreeableness 

and emotional stability were related to behavioural CQ; extraversion was linked 

to cognitive CQ, motivational CQ, and behavioural CQ; and finally, openness to 

experience was related to all four factors of CQ (metacognitive CQ, cognitive CQ, 

motivational CQ, and behavioural CQ). We encourage additional research on 

personality and CQ, with special emphasis on openness to experience and 

adaptive performance.” (Ang, Van Dyne & Koh, 2006: 120). 

 

The researcher believes that there is a common (golden) thread throughout the 

citing above, whether they be called factors, elements, properties, parts, abilities 

or even being skilful. The steps within the different citing may not necessarily be 

in a similar order but all seem to point in the direction of first having knowledge 

(metacognitive and cognitive CQ), whether it be of oneself, others and / or the 

situation, then secondly, once this knowledge has been gained how it affects the 

understanding and makes one mindful (motivational CQ). Thirdly, once one is 

mindful and / or has the understanding, how does it affect / impact the behaviour 

(behavioural CQ) of the individual towards the cultural situation. 

 

With the above in mind as a topic for future research, the researcher would like to 

encapsulate the importance of what has been argued throughout the entire 
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literature review chapter of the study on the topic of cultural intelligence, with 

some very powerful citing that opens the readers mind to even further 

consideration towards this very complex topic of cultural intelligence. To keep the 

power of the citing, the researcher chooses to refrain from conceptualising it into 

words, other than that of the original citing, as meaning and impact would be lost.  

 

“It has become recognised that effective people tend to possess multiple 

intelligences. Cognitive intelligence [IQ] normally needs to be combined with 

more socially oriented skills (e.g. social intelligence [SQ], emotional intelligence 

[EQ]) for the most meaningful outcome and personal development. However, 

these less traditional types of intelligences are not etic and are exposed to a high 

degree of potential contextual influence such as culture. Specifically, cultural 

intelligence [CQ] addresses a set of skills, from basic to advanced, that allow an 

individual to become effective at eventually transferring social skills from one 

cultural context to another. When well developed, the cultural intelligence set of 

skills allows for better cross-cultural respect, recognition, and reconciliation or 

adaptation” (Brislin, Worthley & Macnab, 2006: 53). 

 

To summarise: the literature review reveals that scholars have begun to define 

the construct of CQ in similar ways. The similarity in these definitions is the focus 

on three elements of CQ: cognition (knowledge) of other cultures, understanding 

of other cultures, and adapting behaviour in a different culture. While theoretical 

development is progressing quickly, empirical measurement and testing of CQ 

are still in its infancy. However, the few studies that have been done do indicate 

CQ linkages to personality traits. While many scholars propose and / or suggest 

a relationship between CQ and leadership, no studies could be located that 

explicitly tested the relationship. Nor could any empirical studies be found that 

examined the empirical relationship between cultural intelligence (CQ) and 

leadership behaviour in the South African context.     
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4 Chapter 4: Problem Statement 
 

As the previous chapter demonstrates, the newness and complexity found within 

the topic of cultural intelligence results in far more questions than answers 

regarding the culturally contingent aspects of leadership. As a result “many 

scholars have noted the obvious need for better understanding of the way in 

which leadership is enacted in various cultures and a need for an empirically 

grounded theory to explain differential leader behaviours and effectiveness 

across culture” (Dorfman & House, 2004: 56). 

 

The researcher makes the proposition that, although much has been understood 

concerning the influences found within cultures on leadership processes within 

the last number of years, much remains to be learned regarding the 

interdependent influence of culture on intelligence and vice versa as indicated by 

NG and Early (2005). “Can cross cultural research ignore the role of intelligence 

in the workplace, given that various forms of intelligence (academic as well as 

non-academic) have been found to influence important work outcomes? 

Likewise, can intelligence research ignore the influence of culture, given today’s 

global business and work environment?” (NG & Early, 2006: 5). 

 

Bringing the problem statement closer to home, the researcher makes the 

proposition that a number of studies have been conducted abroad with little or no 

relevance to the South African context. As the literature asserts: “Intelligence 

cannot be understood outside its cultural context. People from developing 

countries, and especially Western ones, can show and have shown a certain kind 

of arrogance in assuming that concepts or results obtained in one culture – 

usually, their culture – apply anywhere. In all likelihood, they do not. Or at least, it 

cannot be assumed they do until this assumption is tested” (Sternberg & 

Grigorenko, 2006: 37).  
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Thus the aim of this study is to determine whether there are effective leadership 

behaviours which are accepted and effective across different cultures in South 

Africa. This leads to the primary and secondary research questions which are 

stated below. 

 

Primary: 

• What is the relationship between cultural intelligence and leadership 

behaviour? 

 

Secondary: 

• Are there leadership behaviours which are accepted and perceived to be 

effective across all cultures within South Africa? 

• What is the level of cultural intelligence in South African leaders? 

• How can culturally intelligent leader behaviour be developed? 
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5 Chapter 5: Research Design 
 

Given the research questions the study will follow the methodology of both a 

quantitative and qualitative approach. A combination of quantitative and 

qualitative methods in the study of the same phenomenon is termed triangulation 

(the use of both quantitative and qualitative methods in the same study).  

 

“Qualitative refers to the meaning, the definition or analogy or model or metaphor 

characterising something, while quantitative assumes the meaning and refers to 

a measure of it” (Cooper & Schindler, 2003: 152).   

 

The researcher cited four types of triangulation. They are: 

• data triangulation – the use of as many different data sources as possible 

to examine the events under analysis (Corner: 1991); 

• investigator triangulation – multiple rather than single observations of the 

same object (Corner: 1991); 

• theory triangulation – “multiple rather than single perspectives in relation 

to the same set of objects. In this way, data can be approached with 

multiple hypotheses in mind” (Corner, 1991: 721); and 

• methodological triangulation – “this involves both within methods (for 

example, a questionnaire could be constructed so that it contains several 

scales measuring the same unit) and between methods using dissimilar 

methods to measure the same unit” (Corner, 1991: 721).  

 

This study employs the latter type of triangulation. 

 

Corner (1991) suggests that there are several problems likely to be encountered 

whilst utilising the approach of triangulation. They include “the difficulty of finding 

a method by which two very different theories can be assessed, cost and time 
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implications in employing multiple methods and observers, and the possibility of 

difficulty in finding several methods of approaching the same problem” (Corner, 

1991: 721).  

 

Despite this, the researcher did cite benefits of utilising triangulation as the 

method offers both the flexibility and an in-depth approach that are not always 

available in the case of simple designs. A primary motivation for its employment 

is to supplement the empirical findings with a qualitative understanding of the 

antecedents of cultural intelligence. The aim of the study was not just to measure 

CQ, but also to understand how one develops it in the South African context. 

Four principles need to be adhered to when utilising triangulation, and these are 

listed below. 

• “the research question must be clearly focused, 

• the strengths and weaknesses of each chosen method must compliment 

each other, 

• the methods should be selected according to their relevance to the nature 

of the phenomenon being studied, and 

• continual evaluation of the approach should be undertaken during the 

study” (Corner, 1991: 721). 

 

5.1 The Sample(s) 

 

15 leaders comprised the sample in the study. The researcher is well aware of 

the risk of sample sizes being to small, but considering the richness of data 

received from triangulation (the use of both quantitative and qualitative methods 

in the same study), the sample size was deemed adequate for the research 

questions explored. 

 

A demographic overview of the sample is shown in the table below.  
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Participant Gender Race Age Number of 

subordinates 

Position PA 

Rating 

Leader 1 Male White 50 + 9 Executive 3.7 

Leader 2 Male White 50 + 8 Senior 3.6 

Leader 3 Male Asian 30 + 9 Senior 3.5 

Leader 4 Male White 30 + 4 Senior 3.5 

Leader 5 Male Asian 50 + 3 Senior 3.2 

Leader 6 Male White 50 + 10 Senior 3.7 

Leader 7 Female Coloured 40 + 7 Senior 3.5 

Leader 8 Male African 40 + 6 Middle 3.3 

Leader 9 Male African 30 + 15 Middle 3.5 

Leader 10 Male White 20 + 6 Middle 3.6 

Leader 11 Female White 40 + 3 Middle 3.6 

Leader 12 Female White 40 + 3 Middle 3.5 

Leader 13 Female Coloured 40 + 7 Middle 3.2 

Leader 14 Female White 50 + 7 Middle 3.5 

Leader 15 Female White 40 + 7 Middle 3.5 

 

The 15 leaders being studied were required to have, as a minimum, three 

subordinates. The researcher ensured the sample was representative of all 

organisational groups within the researched entity, which was the Global Trade 

and Payment Operations Division within a Financial Services Institution within 

South Africa. The sample represented a diverse number of leaders across 

gender, race, age, number of subordinates and position within the studied entity. 

In additional to this demographic information, the performance rating of each 

leader in the sample was utilised. 
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5.2 The Measuring Instrument(s) 

5.2.1 Quantitative 

 

The quantitative measurement tools are discussed below. 

• The 20 item four-factor Cultural Intelligence scale developed by Ang and 

colleagues (2004) was used to measure cultural intelligence. It is a self-

report item that asks the respondent to reflect upon his or her cultural 

intelligence. The 20 item four-factor instrument reports a Cronbach’s alpha 

of 0.76 on the five dimensions testing metacognitive CQ, 0.84 on the six 

dimensions testing cognitive CQ, 0.76 on the five dimensions testing 

motivational CQ and 0.83 on the five dimensions testing behavioural CQ. 

(Appendix 11.3) 

• The 100 item 12 LBDQ XII instrument was used to measure leader 

behaviour. Stogdill (1974: 128-141) discussed the Ohio State Leadership 

Studies from 1945 to 1970. Several factor analytic studies produced two 

factors identified as Consideration and Initiation of Structure in Interaction. 

Stogdill (1963, 1974: 142-155) noted that it was not reasonable to believe 

that the two factors of Initiating Structure and Consideration were sufficient 

to account for all the observable variance in leader behaviour relating to 

group achievement and the variety of social roles.  Stodgill’s theory 

suggested the following patterns of behaviour are involved in leadership, 

though not equally important in all situations. 

1. Representation measures to what degree the leader speaks as the 

representative of the group.  

2. Demand Reconciliation reflects how well the leader reconciles 

conflicting demands and reduced disorder to system.   

3. Tolerance of Uncertainty depicts to what extent the leader is able to 

tolerate uncertainty and postponement without anxiety or becoming 

upset. 
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4. Persuasiveness measures to what extent the leader uses 

persuasion and argument effectively and / or exhibits strong 

convictions.  

5. Initiation of Structure measures to what degree the leader clearly 

defines his /her own role, and lets followers know what is expected 

of them.  

6. Tolerance of Freedom reflects to what extent the leader allows 

followers scope for initiative, decision and action.  

7. Role Assumption measures to what degree the leader actively 

exercises the leadership role, rather than surrendering leadership to 

others.  

8. Consideration depicts to what extent the leader regards the 

comfort, well-being, status and contributions of followers.  

9. Production Emphasis measures to what degree the leader applies 

pressure for productive output.  

10. Predictive Accuracy measures to what extent the leader exhibits 

foresight and the ability to predict outcomes accurately.  

11. Integration reflects to what degree the leader maintains a closely-

knit organisation, and resolves inter-member conflicts.  

12. Superior Orientation measures to what extent the leader maintains 

cordial relations with superiors, has influence with them and / or 

strives for higher status. 

These 12 behavioural patterns are measured by the Leadership Behaviour 

Description Questionnaire (LBDQ). Judge, Piccolo, and Ilies (2004) attempted to 

identify all possible studies of the relationships between Consideration, Initiating 

Structure, and relevant Organisational criteria. The results of this analysis 

indicated that higher LBDQ scores were positively associated with greater leader 

effectiveness ratings. 

• The LBDQ XII has been used in several countries to study leadership 

behaviour, as mentioned by Littrell 2002a, 2002b; Lucas, Mesner, Ryan 
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and Sturm (1992); Schneider and Littrell (2003), Selmer (1997), Black and 

Porter (1991), and Stogdill (1963). The instrument was completed by the 

subordinates / direct reports of the managers in the sample. The response 

of the subordinates was averaged to obtain an overall measure of each 

leader’s perceived behaviours. The LBDQ XII instrument is a well-

accepted and validated measure of leader behaviour. The Cronbach’s 

Alpha in parentheses reported in other studies has been well correlated 

with leader behaviour, and the instrument has been tested for both validity 

and reliability in numerous studies. (Appendix 11.4) 

 

Results from the above indicated how employee groups perceived their leader to 

behave as well as how much cultural intelligence the leader exhibited.  

 

Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient was computed to assess the internal consistency 

reliability of the measuring instruments being the 20 item four-factor cultural 

intelligence instrument as well as the 100 item 12-factor LBDQ XII leader 

behaviour instrument and reveals the extent to which all the items in the 

measuring instruments are measuring the same characteristic (Huysamen, 

1994). According to Nunnally and Bernstein (1994), an alpha coefficient of higher 

than 0.70 is acceptable. 

 

5.2.2 Qualitative 

 

The qualitative data was collected by means of an interview with a sub-sample of 

the same leader sample and an interview protocol was developed to guide the 

interview. The purpose of the interview was to gain insight into the factors that 

may influence cultural intelligence. The full protocol is available in Appendix 11.5. 

 

A final question on the protocol was: “Is there anything else you could add?” 
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Whilst conducting the interviews the researcher kept field notes of his 

observations during interviews. The interviews lasted about 40 minutes and were 

tape recorded with the interviewee’s consent. (Appendix 11.2). Before going into 

the field to conduct the interviews, the researcher would first obtain approval from 

the entity to proceed with the project.  

 

5.2.3 Data Collection Procedures 

 

First, the 20 item CQ quantitative study developed by Ang and colleagues (2004) 

was administered to the 15 leaders. Each leader was requested to complete the 

questionnaire based on his / her perception of his / her cultural intelligence. 

Secondly, the 100 item LBDQ leadership behaviour questionnaire was completed 

by the subordinates of each of the leaders. Following the quantitative data 

collection, an in-depth interview was conducted with five of the leaders (depicted 

in blue) within the same sample.  

 

5.3 Data Analysis 

5.3.1 Quantitative 

 

The quantitative analyses of the study data included descriptive statistics, a 

correlation analysis (Spearman’s Rho) and Cronbach’s Alpha to test the reliability 

of the instruments utilised. Spearman’s Rho, being a non-parametric correlation 

focusing on order rather than value was utilised as a result of the small sample 

size.  

5.3.2 Qualitative 

 

The interview data were content analysed looking for common themes within the 

leaders’ responses to the questions. To assist in this process the researcher 

aggregated the responses from each leader for each question (Appendix 11.16). 

These responses were then read as a group and key themes were identified, as 

well as points of divergence.  
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6 Chapter 6: Results 
 

The results chapter reports the findings of both the quantitative and qualitative 

research studies conducted.   

 

6.1 Quantitative 

6.1.1 Descriptives 

 

Descriptive analysis was conducted on both the 20 item four-factor cultural 

Intelligence instrument and the 100 item 12-factor LBDQ XII instrument. (Refer 

Table 1) 

Table 1  
Minimum, Maximum, Mean, and Standard Deviation of the CQ and LBDQ descriptive 

 
Descriptive - CQ     MIN MAX  MN  SD 

Strategy       4.00 6.50 5.73 0.66 
Knowledge      2.67 5.83 3.87 0.88 
Motivation      4.00 6.40 5.19 0.77 
Behaviour      2.80 6.20 4.47 1.11  

 
Descriptive - LBDQ      MIN MAX  MN  SD 

Representation      3.66 4.87 4.30 0.29 
Demand Reconciliation     3.72 4.50 4.16 0.24 
Tolerance of Uncertainty    2.81 3.78 3.32 0.34 
Persuasiveness      3.70 4.40 3.99 0.21 
Initiation of Structure     3.52 4.38 3.99 0.22 
Tolerance of Freedom     3.33 4.54 3.97 0.35 
Role Assumption     3.69 4.46 4.07 0.24 
Consideration      3.51 4.36 3.91 0.28 
Production Emphasis     3.33 4.20 3.74 0.27 
Predictive Accuracy     3.53 4.27 3.86 0.18 
Integration      3.80 4.64 4.13 0.27 
Superior Orientation     3.87 4.32 4.10 0.15 
 
n = 15 
Minimum measures the smallest number within a set of values ignoring logical values and 

text 
Maximum measures the largest number within a set of values ignoring logical values and 

text 
Mean measures the arithmetic mean and / or average of a set of values 
Standard deviation or coefficient of variation measures the variability in relation to the mean 

and / or average and is used to compare the relative dispersion 
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6.1.1.1 The 20 Item four- factor Cultural Intelligence Instrument 

 

The 20 item four-factor CQ instrument required each of the five leaders to self 

score themselves on each of the 20 items on a seven point Likert scale, where 

one equalled strongly disagree and seven equalled strongly agree. No reverse 

score validation was built into the instrument. For ease of analysis the 20 item 

four-factor cultural intelligence instrument accumulates the scores from questions 

one to four into a factor termed Strategy, questions five to 10 into a factor termed 

Knowledge, questions 11 to 15 into a factor termed Motivation and questions 

16 to 20 into a factor termed Behaviour. The scores obtained from every leader 

on each of the 20 items were averaged after which the minimum, maximum, 

mean and standard deviation of each of the four factors was calculated, the 

results of which are graphically depicted (Appendix 11.9).  

 

The four factors are described below. 

 

CQ-Strategy is described as “how a person makes sense of inter-cultural 

experiences. It reflects the processes individuals use to acquire and understand 

cultural knowledge. It occurs when people make judgements about their own 

thought processes and those of others. This includes strategizing before an inter-

cultural encounter, checking assumptions during encounters, and adjusting 

mental maps when actual experiences differ from expectations” (Van Dyne & 

Ang, 2005: 2).   

 

The scores reported for the factor Strategy was 4.00 as a minimum 6.50 as a 

maximum and 5.73 as a mean with a standard deviation of 0.66 (Table 1). This 

indicating that leaders agreed that they viewed themselves as being conscious of 

the cultural knowledge they use when interacting with people from different 

cultural backgrounds as well as being conscious of what knowledge they need to 

apply in which cultural setting. It further indicates that leaders agreed that they 
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adjust their cultural knowledge as they interact with people from a culture 

unfamiliar to theirs and that they checked how accurate their cultural knowledge 

is, whilst interacting with people from different cultures.  

 

CQ-Knowledge “is a person’s understanding of how cultures are similar and how 

cultures are different. It reflects knowledge structures and mental maps about 

cultures. It includes knowledge about economic and legal systems, norms for 

social interaction, religious beliefs, aesthetic values, and language in different 

cultures” (Ang & Van Dyne, 2005: 2).   

 

The scores reported for the factor Knowledge were 2.67 as a minimum 5.83 as a 

maximum and 3.87 as a mean with a standard deviation of 0.88 (Table 1). 

Although the overall mean scored above the middle of 3.5 on the 7 point Likert 

scale there were leaders who scored as low as 2.67 and then leaders that scored 

as high as 5.83. This indicated that leaders agreed albeit not strongly, that they 

know the legal, economic and marriage systems within other cultures and have 

knowledge of the religious beliefs as well as arts and crafts of other cultures. 

Referring to the scores of question 9 and 10 (Annexure 11.10) the leaders 

indicated that they neither had knowledge of rules (e.g. grammer) of other 

languages nor did they understand the rules for expressing non-verbal 

behaviours in other cultures.  

 

CQ-Motivation “is a person’s interest in experiencing other cultures and 

interacting with people from different cultures. Motivational CQ is magnitude and 

direction of energy applied toward learning about and functioning in cross-cultural 

situations. It includes the intrinsic value people place on culturally diverse 

interactions as well as their sense of confidence that they can function effectively 

in settings characterized by cultural diversity” (Ang & Van Dyne, 2005: 2).   

 

The scores reported for the factor Motivation were 4.00 as a minimum 6.40 as a 

maximum and 5.19 as a mean with a standard deviation of 0.77 (Table 1). The 
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leaders scored high above the average indicating that they enjoyed interacting 

with people from different cultures and living in cultures that were unfamiliar to 

them. The leaders were further confident about socialising with people of cultures 

unfamiliar to theirs and that they could get accustomed to the shopping 

conditions of different cultures. They also agreed that they could deal with the 

stresses of adjusting to a new culture.  

 

CQ-Behaviour “is a person’s capability to adapt to verbal and nonverbal 

behaviour to make it appropriate to different cultures. It includes having a flexible 

repertoire of behavioural responses that are appropriate to a variety of situations 

and having the capability to modify both verbal and nonverbal behaviour based 

on those involved in a specific interaction or in a particular setting” (Ang & Van 

Dyne, 2005: 2).   

 

The scores reported for the factor Behaviour were 2.80 as a minimum 6.20 as a 

maximum and 4.47 as a mean with a standard deviation of 1.11 (Table 1). The 

leaders scored high above the average indicating that they agreed to change 

their verbal behaviour (e.g. accent tone) as well as their non-verbal gestures in 

instances where cross-cultural interaction required it. They further agreed that 

they vary their rate and pace of speaking and alter their facial expressions where 

cross-cultural interactions require it. 

 

Overall CQ mean scores of the leaders in this sample were 4.72. The lowest 

mean was in the area of CQ: Knowledge being 3.87, and the highest mean was 

in the area of CQ: Strategy being 5.73. The second highest mean was in the area 

of CQ: Motivation being 5.19 followed by CQ: Behaviour with a mean score of 

4.47 (Table 1).     
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6.1.1.2 The 100 Item 12-factor LBDQ XII Leader Behaviour Instrument 

 

The 100 item 12-factor LBDQ instrument required the subordinates of each of the 

15 leaders to score their leaders according to their perception of their leaders’ 

leadership behaviour. Leaders had to have at least three subordinates, and in 

total there were 104 subordinates across the 15 leaders completing the 

questionnaire. The 100 item 12-factor LBDQ instrument required the 

subordinates to indicate their perception of their leaders’ leadership ability on a 

five point Likert scale, where one equalled never, two seldom, three occasionally, 

four often and five always. Reverse score validation was built into the instrument. 

For ease of analysis, the 100 item 12-factor leader behaviour measurement 

instrument accumulates the scores into 12 factors these being, Representation, 

Demand Reconciliation, Tolerance of Uncertainty, Persuasiveness, 

Initiation of Structure, Tolerance of Freedom, Role Assumption, 

Consideration, Production Emphasis, Predictive Accuracy, Integration and 

Superior Orientation.  

 

The scores obtained from every subordinate on each of the 100 items were 

averaged after which the minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation of 

each of the 12 factors was calculated, the results of which are graphically 

depicted (Appendix 11.11). 

 

The 12 factors described are discussed below. 

 

Representation, measuring the degree to which the leader speaks as the 

representative of the group measured high reporting scores of 3.66 as a 

minimum 4.87 as a maximum and 4.30 as a mean with a standard deviation of 

0.29 (Table 1). These indicating leaders to often speak as the representative of 

the group, especially in situations where visitors are around and in outside 

meetings. 
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Demand Reconciliation, reflecting how well the leader reconciles conflicting 

demands and reduces disorder to the system, also measured high with 3.72 as a 

minimum 4.50 as a maximum and 4.16 as a mean with a standard deviation of 

0.24 (Table 1), suggesting that leaders often handle complex situations in such a 

way as to avoid any chaos to the system and that detail is understood to such an 

extend that order is maintained.  

 

Tolerance of Uncertainty, depicting the extent to which the leader is able to 

tolerate uncertainty and postponement without anxiety or becoming upset 

measured medium to high with of 2.81 as a minimum 3.78 as a maximum and 

3.32 as a mean with a standard deviation of 0.34 (Table 1) indicating that leaders 

cannot wait patiently for the results of a decision and do not accept defeat easily. 

They further become upset at delays and cannot tolerate postponement. They 

are, however, able to remain calm in instances where the outcome of events is 

uncertain.  

 

Persuasiveness, measuring to what extend the leader uses persuasion and 

argument effectively by exhibiting strong convictions, measured high with scores 

of 3.70 as a minimum 4.40 as a maximum and 3.99 as a mean with a standard 

deviation of 0.21 (Table 1). Leaders often have convincing arguments and argue 

persuasively, speaking from a strong inner conviction. These leaders are also 

seen to be persuasive talkers and are skilful in an argument.  

 

Initiation of Structure measures the degree to which a leader clearly defines his 

/ her own role and lets followers know what is expected of them. This factor 

measured high, reporting scores of 3.52 as a minimum 4.38 as a maximum and 

3.99 as a mean, with a standard deviation of 0.22 (Table 1). Leaders often let 

group members know what is expected of them and make his / her attitude quite 

clear within the group. These leaders often decide which tasks will be done and 

they assign tasks to group members, making sure the task is understood and that 

there is a clear performance standard.       
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Tolerance of Freedom reflects the extent to which the leader allows followers 

scope for initiative, decision making and action taking. This factor measured high, 

reporting scores of 3.33 as a minimum 4.54 as a maximum and 3.97 as a mean, 

with a standard deviation of 0.35 (Table 1) suggesting that leaders allow members 

complete freedom in their work and often permit members of the team to use 

their own judgement during problem solving. Leaders often encourage initiative 

with members of the group and / or team and assign tasks to members allowing 

them freedom in the manner in which they execute the task. 

 

Role Assumption, measuring the degree to which the leader exercises his / her 

leadership role actively within the group rather than surrendering it to others, 

measured high with scores reported of 3.69 as a minimum 4.46 as a maximum 

and 4.07 as a mean, with a standard deviation of 0.24 (Table 1). Leaders seldom 

allow others to take advantage of them and will not back down when they ought 

to stand firm on a conviction. They often take full charge when emergencies arise 

and easily overcome any attempts to challenge their leadership. They are easily 

recognised as the leader within the group and often take initiative within the 

group. 

 

Consideration depicts the extent to which the leader regards the comfort, well 

being, status and contributions of followers. Scores for this measure were 

reported as high with 3.51 as a minimum 4.36 as a maximum and 3.91 as a 

mean, with a standard deviation of 0.28 (Table 1), suggesting that the leaders are 

friendly and approachable, treating all members of any group as equals. These 

leaders often look out for the personal welfare of the group members and will 

seldom act without consulting the group. The leader often explains his / her 

actions and displays willingness to change. 

 

Production Emphasis measures the degree to which the leader applies 

pressure for productive output. The scores reported on this factor were 3.33 as a 

minimum 4.20 as a maximum and 3.74 as a mean, with a standard deviation of 
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0.27 (Table 1). Leaders keep work moving at a rapid pace and often ask members 

of the group to work harder, encouraging overtime work. Leaders often push 

group members for increased production and seldom permit members of the 

group to take it easy at work. Leaders often urge group members to beat their 

previous record and / or best and they keep the group working at capacity. 

 

Predictive Accuracy, measuring how leaders exhibit foresight and the ability to 

predict outcomes accurately, scored high with 3.53 as a minimum 4.27 as a 

maximum and 3.86 as a mean, with a standard deviation of 0.18 (Table 1) 

indicating that leaders often make accurate decisions and seem able to predict 

what is coming next. Leaders are often accurate in their prediction of trends and 

events and anticipate problems well in advance, allowing the group to adequately 

plan for these unforeseen events.  

 

Integration reflects the degree to which the leader maintains a closely-knit 

organisation whilst resolving inter-member conflicts. This factor measured very 

high with scores of 3.80 as a minimum 4.64 as a maximum and 4.13 as a mean, 

with a standard deviation of 0.27 (Table 1). Leaders always keep the group 

working together as a team and settle conflicts as and when they occur within the 

team by helping team members settle their differences. Leaders see to it that the 

work of the group is co-ordinated and always maintain a close-knit group. 

     

Superior Orientation, measuring the extent to which the leader maintains 

cordial relations with superiors and has influence with them, whilst always striving 

for higher status, measured very high with scores of 3.87 as a minimum 4.32 as a 

maximum and 4.10 as a mean, with a standard deviation of 0.15 (Table 1). 

Leaders always get along well with people above them and will keep their group 

in good standing with higher authority. These leaders always work hard for 

promotion ensuring that their superior acts favourably on their suggestions. 

These leaders further ensure that their superiors always keep in mind the welfare 

of the group members.   
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In terms of leader behaviour, perceived dominant leader behaviours (with the 

higher means) were Representation, Demand Reconciliation, Integration, 

Superior Orientation, and Role Assumption. The lowest mean score was 

Tolerance for Uncertainty suggesting this was a behaviour less perceived as 

occurring among their leaders (Table 1).  

 

In addition to the above CQ and LBDQ descriptive analysis, further analysis was 

conducted on gender (female / male) (Appendix 11.12), race (non-white / white) 

(Appendix 11.13), age (above 40 years of age / below 40 years of age) (Appendix 

11.14) and position within the organisation (middle / senior and 

executive)(Appendix 11.15).  

 

Due to the small sample size the above descriptive could not statistically be 

tested for differences but it is nonetheless included as background to the study. 

Not withstanding this, consideration is given to the means of the mentioned 

descriptive and interesting scores are noted. It is strongly suggested that further 

research be done with larger samples to test these exploratory results. 

 

6.1.1.3 CQ mean on gender, race, age and position within organisation 

 

Gender: Female versus male means indicated that females scored lower on the 

Knowledge factor than males (mean of 3.58 vs. 4.06 (Appendix 11.12)) but that 

they scored higher on both the Strategy factor (mean of 6.08 vs. 5.50 (Appendix 

11.12)) and the Behaviour Factor than males (mean of 4.63 vs. 4.36 (Appendix 

11.12)). This indicated that females have less knowledge about the legal, 

economic and marriage systems of other cultures as well as their religious beliefs 

than males and that they know less about the verbal and non-verbal rules 

pertaining to other cultures than males.  On the factor of strategy it suggests that 

females are more conscious of their cultural knowledge and how they apply it to 

different cultural settings than are males, and on the behaviour factor of cultural 
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intelligence they are more able to change the way they speak, as well as to 

control their facial expressions than their male counterparts. 

 

Race: Means of non-white versus white indicate that non-whites scored far 

higher on the Knowledge factor (mean of 4.31 vs. 3.57 (Appendix 11.13)) than 

whites suggesting that non-whites have more knowledge about the legal, 

economic and marriage systems of other cultures, as well as the religious beliefs 

than whites.  

 

Age: On the age category below 40 and above 40 the Motivation factor scored 

higher amongst leaders below the age of 40 than those above 40 years of age 

(mean of 5.45 vs. 5.09 (Appendix 11.14)). This indicates that leaders below the 

age of 40 find interacting, living and socialising with cultures other than their own 

more enjoyable than do the leaders in the age bracket above 40. This point is 

further strengthened by results obtained from the qualitative interview process.  

 

Position: The position within the organisation indicated that senior and executive 

leaders scored far lower than their middle management leaders on the Strategy 

(mean of 5.57 vs. 5.88 (Appendix 11.15)), Knowledge (mean of 3.71 vs. 4.00 

(Appendix 11.15)) and Behaviour factor (mean of 4.09 vs. 4.80 (Appendix 11.15)). 

In contradiction with this the senior and executive leaders scored far higher on 

the Motivation factor than the middle management leaders (mean of 5.46 vs. 4.95 

(Appendix 11.15)). Middle management leaders are thus more conscious of the 

cultural knowledge required when interacting with other cultures and have more 

knowledge about the legal, economic and marriage systems of other cultures, as 

well as the religious beliefs, than do the senior and executive leaders. In addition 

to this they are able to change the way they speak and control their facial 

expressions when interacting with cultures other than theirs. The senior and 

executive leaders, on the other hand, enjoy interacting, living and socialising with 

cultures other than their own more than do the middle management leaders. This 

was pointed out again during the qualitative interview process.    
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6.1.1.4 LBDQ mean on gender, race, age and position within organisation 

 

Gender: Female versus male means on leader behaviour did not have any large 

differences but females reported higher mean scores on Demand Reconciliation 

(4.33 (Appendix 11.12)) and Integration (4.28 (Appendix 11.12)), suggesting that 

both females and males are able to reconcile conflicting demands and bring 

order to a situation loaded with confusing demands. Both female and male 

leaders strive towards maintaining a close-knit organisation by resolving inter-

member conflicts. Mean scores on Tolerance for Uncertainty were low on both 

female and male (3.26 and 3.37 (Appendix 11.12)) dimensions, suggesting that 

neither females nor males are able to tolerate uncertainty and postponement 

without anxiety or becoming upset.   

   

Race: Again the means across non-white versus white means were very similar 

and as with the mean of gender indicated a low tolerance for uncertainty, with 

means scoring at 3.42 and 3.26 respectively. (Appendix 11.13) 

 

Age: Tolerance for uncertainty again indicated low means (3.24 for the age group 

below 40 and 3.35 for the age group above 40), suggesting that both these 

leader groups struggle to tolerate uncertainty and postponement without anxiety 

or becoming upset. (Appendix 11.14) 

 

Position: Tolerance for uncertainty indicated low means (3.32 for the senior and 

executive leader group and 3.33 for the middle management leader group). This 

indicating that both these leader groups struggle to tolerate uncertainty and 

postponement without anxiety or becoming upset. (Appendix 11.15) 

 

6.1.2 Correlation Analysis 

 

A Spearman’s Rho correlation was conducted on the 20 item four-factor Cultural 

Intelligence instrument, the 100 item 12-factor LBDQ XII instrument as well as 
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the individual performance ratings of the leaders to establish the relationship 

between respondents’ perception of their own cultural intelligence and the rating 

of their leadership behaviour versus their performance appraisal rating.  

 

Spearman’s Rho, which is a non-parametric correlation coefficient used for 

ordinal data was utilised due to the small sample size. Spearman’s Rho, as is the 

case with any other correlation coefficient, may be interpreted in one of two ways. 

First the statistical significance (the ρ value) of the coefficient is reported and 

analysed. Traditionally a significance value of ρ < 0.05, would lead to the 

rejection of the null hypothesis where H0  (ρ=o) with a 95% level of confidence 

that relationship did not occur by chance. A significance value of ρ < 0.10 or 

smaller would lead to the rejection of H0  (ρ=o) with a 90% level of confidence, 

the latter value where ρ < 0.10 is used in this case. Secondly, since statistical 

significance is closely related to sample size, the effect size of a correlation 

coefficient may also be used to judge the practical, rather than just statistical 

significance. Cohen (1988) suggests the following values as a guideline for the 

interpretation of the practical significance of correlation coefficients: 

• r = 0.10: small effect 

• r = 0.30: medium effect 

• r = 0.50: large effect. 

 

Once the size of the correlation has been considered, the last test to apply is the 

sign related to the correlation. The following should be taken into account. 

• A positive correlation indicated by either a + (or the lack thereof) suggests 

that as the x value goes up so does the y value. 

• A negative correlation indicated by a – (minus sign) suggests that as the x 

value goes up, the y value goes down or vice versa.   

It is important to mention that the sign of the correlation coefficient, whether it is 

positive or negative, has no bearing on the strength of the relationship. 
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Table 2 clearly indicates the results found from doing the Spearman’s Rho 

analysis. The items found to be high on significance (ρ < 0.10) combined with a 

strong correlation coefficient (r > 0.40) whether it is positive or negative was 

analysed.  

 

The correlations found were: (Refer Table 2) 

 

The CQ factor Strategy indicated relationships with four of the LBDQ factors 

being, Demand Reconciliation (ρ = 0.01 and r = 0.642), Tolerance of Freedom 

(ρ = 0.09 and r = 0.454), Predictive Accuracy (ρ = 0.02 and r = 0.591) and 

Superior Orientation (ρ = 0.09 and r = 0.454). In addition to this the LBDQ 

factor Superior Orientation and the CQ factor Knowledge showed a 

relationship with significance of ρ = 0.08 and negative correlation of r = -0.460. 

 

Strategy and Demand Reconciliation 

Strategy and Demand Reconciliation, the significance value of ρ = 0.01 on the 

CQ factor Strategy with Demand Reconciliation combined with a correlation 

factor of r = 0.642 indicates that a strong relationship exists between the two 

factors and that, as the one increases so does the other. To explain the 

phenomenon further, the results suggest that, should demand for reconciliation 

being the ability of a leader to reconcile conflicting demands and reduce disorder 

increase, so too will the leader’s awareness and consciousness of cultural 

knowledge increase during interactions with people from different cultures, in an 

attempt to reconcile these conflicting demands. The leader will further 

continuously check the accuracy of his / her cultural knowledge applied and 

adjust it, should he / she be interacting with people from cultures different to his / 

hers during discussion to bring order to the system.  
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Table 2  
Spearman’s Rho Correlations and Significance Scores on the four-factor CQ, 12 factor LBDQ dimensions 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
 
1.Strategy   -                
            
2.Knowledge   .161 -    
    .57   
3.Motivation   -.200 -.112 - 
    .47 .69   
4.Behaviour   .454 .395 .220 -       

  .09 .14 .43 
5.Representation   -.117 -.326 -.029 -.124 -  
    .68 .24 .92 .66  
6.Demand Reconciliation  .642* -.232 -.207 -.004 .430 -   
    .01 .41 .46 .99 .11 
7.Tolerance of Uncertainty  -.369 .181 .127 -.360 .075 -.129 -   
    .18 .52 .65 .19 .79 .65 
8.Persuasiveness   .361 -.434 .227 -.141 .342 .612 -.174 - 
    .24 .11 .40 .58 .23 .02 .49  
9.Initiation of Structure  .306 -.414 .228 -.144 .304 .616 -.177 .073 - 
    .27 .12 .41 .61 .27 .01 .53 .35  
10.Tolerance of Freedom  .454* -.004 -.183 -.183 .004 .491 .368 .077 .072 -  
    .09 .99 .51 .51 .99 .06 .18 .76 .80   
11.Role Assumption  .295 -.125 .081 -.097 .518 .778 .146 .662 .633 .339 - 
    .29 .66 .78 .73 .05 .00 .60 .07 .01 .22    
12.Consideration   .145 -.394 .027 -.262 .275 .473 .586 .118 .188 .739 .475 -  
    .61 .15 .92 .35 .32 .07 .02 .35 .50 .00 .07     
13.Production Emphasis  .078 -.269 .127 -.133 .011 -.007 -.361 .534 .526 -.275 .182 -.257 -   
    .78 .33 .65 .64 .97 .98 .19 .02 .04 .32 .52 .35     
14.Predictive Accuracy  .591* -.430 .231 .384 -.021 .437 -.661 .401 .406 .143 .121 .079 .193 - 
    .02 .11 .41 .16 .94 .10 .01 .17 .13 .61 67 .78 .49  
15.Integration   -.031 -.206 .141 -.309 .422 .470 .525 .623 .630 .318 .645 .590 .102 -.120 -  
    .91 .46 .62 .26 .12 .08 .04 .07 .01 .25 .01 .02 .72 .67   
16.Superior Orientation  .454* -.460* .048 -.100 .461 .860 -.139 .612 .651 .436 .711 .461 .164 .468 .406 - 

    .09 .08 .86 .72 .08 .00 .62 .03 .01 .10 .00 .08 .56 .08 .13 
 Line one represents Correlation and line two Significance scores where 
  n = 15 
* ρ < 0.10 
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Strategy and Tolerance of Freedom 

The significance value of ρ = 0.09 on the CQ factor Strategy with Tolerance of 

Freedom combined with a correlation factor of r = 0.454 indicates that a strong 

relationship exists between the two factors and that, as the one increases so 

does the other. In allowing the team members freedom in completing tasks by 

applying their own judgement in solving of problems, leaders are conscious of 

how they share the message with those members of the team from a different 

culture to theirs. As leaders allow for increased levels of initiative, so do they 

allow for an increase in the level of own judgement from the team members and, 

as this dimension increases, so too does the leader’s consciousness of how 

interactions with other cultures should be. 

 

Strategy and Predictive Accuracy  

The significance value of ρ = 0.02 on the CQ factor Strategy with Predictive 

Accuracy combined with a correlation factor of r = 0.591 indicates that a strong 

relationship exists between the two factors and that, as the one increases, so 

does the other. During times where leaders are required to apply and have an 

increased level of Predictive Accuracy, which measures the extent to which the 

leader exhibits foresight and the ability to predict outcomes accurately, so too 

does the consciousness of how the leader deals with those from differing cultures 

to his / her own.  

 

Strategy and Superior Orientation  

The significance value of ρ = 0.09 on the CQ factor Strategy with Superior 

Orientation combined with a correlation factor of r = 0.454 indicates that a strong 

relationship exists between the two factors and that, as the one increases, so 

does the other. Superior orientation stresses the leader’s ability to maintain good 

relationships with his / her superiors as well as the leader’s ability to have 

influence over his / her superiors. It further indicates that the leader continues to 

strive for higher status. As the leader’s superior orientation increases, so does 
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the relationship it has to the CQ factor strategy which heightens the leader’s 

consciousness of how to interact with those from a different culture to his / hers. 

 

Knowledge and Superior Orientation 

The significance value of ρ = 0.08 on the CQ factor Knowledge with Superior 

Orientation combined with a correlation factor of r = -0.460 indicates that a strong 

relationship exists between the two factors but that, as the one increase the other 

decrease or vice versa. This indicating that as the leaders knowledge of other 

cultures, which includes their knowledge of the legal, economic and marriage 

systems within other cultures increases, their superior orientation decreases or 

vice versa. Superior orientation indicates a leader’s ability to maintain good 

relationships with his / her superiors as well as the ability to have influence over 

his / her superiors. It further indicates the leader’s continues strive for higher 

status. This was a relationship that did not make sense and could not further be 

explained. This result may suggest that striving for a higher status with those of a 

different culture may imply ethnocentrism (believing one’s own culture is 

superior). This relationship warrants further study. 

 

Performance appraisal rating correlation with both CQ and LBDQ 

The performance appraisal rating significance and correlation with CQ indicated 

values of ρ = 0.99 and r = 0.002 and with that of LBDQ indicated values of ρ = 

0.62 and r = -0.141. This suggests no significance or correlation with that of 

either cultural intelligence or leader behaviour, similar to what has been found 

and mentioned by Yukl (2002). (Refer Table 3) 

Table 3  
Spearman’s Rho Correlations and Significance Scores on the four-factor CQ, 12 factor 
LBDQ dimensions and PA ratings 

 
    CQ  LBDQ 

 
Performance Appraisal Rating    .002  -.141 
        .99   .62 

   
Line one represents Correlation and line two Significance scores where 
n = 15 * ρ < 0.10 
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In designing the research methodology, the individual performance appraisal 

ratings were key towards considering the concept of whether there are leaders 

perceived to be more successful based on their mean scores to the four-factor 

CQ instrument, the 12-factor LDBQ instrument and their individual performance 

appraisal ratings. In considering the relationship between the mean scores of the 

15 leaders across all three these instruments, i.e. CQ, LBDQ and PA rating 

instrument (Refer Table 4), the result indicated no conclusive relationship and / or 

correlation between CQ, LBDQ and PA rating. 
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Table 4  
Comparison between the four-factor CQ and 12 factor LBDQ mean score per leader and PA Rating 

 

Leader(n)    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14   15 Mean(MN) 
1.Strategy  5.75 6.00 6.50 5.50 4.00 5.25 6.00 5.50 5.00 6.00 6.50 5.50 6.50 6.25 5.75 5.73 
            
2.Knowledge  3.83 4.83 4.83 3.00 3.50 3.33 2.67 5.83 4.33 3.00 3.33 3.17 4.67 4.00 3.67 3.87  
       
3.Motivation  4.60 5.00 6.00 5.40 4.80 6.40 6.00 6.20 4.60 5.80 4.00 5.40 4.40 5.00 4.20 5.19  
       
4.Behaviour  4.20 4.00 6.20 3.40 3.40 4.60 2.80 5.60 3.20 4.60 5.40 5.40 5.00 6.00 3.20 4.47  

   
CQ Mean = 4.72  4.50 4.90 5.80 4.20 3.90 4.80 4.20 5.80 4.25 4.70 4.65 4.75 5.05 5.20 4.10  
 
5.Representation  4.00 4.33 3.96 4.55 4.87 4.42 4.40 4.35 3.66 4.20 4.47 4.34 4.60 4.09 4.26 4.30  
     
6.Demand Reconciliation 3.83 4.28 4.28 4.29 3.94 4.00 4.40 4.00 3.72 4.11 4.50 4.22 4.50 4.00 4.38 4.16  
     
7.Tolerance of Uncertainty 3.05 3.77 3.03 3.00 3.73 3.04 3.62 3.78 3.31 3.63 3.00 3.37 3.06 2.81 3.67 3.32  
     
8.Persuasiveness  3.80 3.90 3.90 4.10 3.70 4.10 4.40 3.83 3.81 4.07 3.87 3.90 4.40 3.99 4.09 3.99  
      
9.Initiation of Structure 4.09 4.24 3.93 3.75 3.97 4.02 4.38 3.85 3.52 4.00 4.13 3.93 4.26 3.73 3.99 3.99  
      
10.Tolerance of Freedom 4.23 4.54 3.92 3.53 3.74 3.84 4.42 3.95 3.53 4.10 4.33 3.90 4.10 3.33 4.14 3.97  
       
11.Role Assumption 3.69 4.33 3.92 4.40 3.77 3.96 4.36 4.23 3.91 3.97 4.10 4.07 4.46 3.84 4.06 4.07  
        
12.Consideration  3.73 4.17 3.58 3.68 3.97 3.59 4.36 4.08 3.56 4.20 4.10 4.13 3.86 3.51 4.09 3.91  
         
13.Production Emphasis 3.87 3.33 3.62 4.00 3.37 3.72 4.16 3.63 3.85 3.80 3.37 3.70 4.20 3.87 3.61 3.74  
         
14.Predictive Accuracy 3.85 3.80 3.93 3.85 3.53 3.88 4.16 3.70 3.62 3.87 4.27 3.87 3.84 3.94 3.74 3.86  
    
15.Integration  3.80 4.33 3.87 3.95 4.00 4.14 4.52 4.05 3.94 4.13 3.87 4.47 4.64 3.83 4.37 4.13  
       
16.Superior Orientation 3.98 4.00 4.15 4.25 3.93 4.15 4.32 4.10 3.87 4.16 4.27 4.00 4.24 3.87 4.17 4.10  

     
LBDQ mean = 3.95 3.82 4.05 3.83 3.96 3.84 3.87 4.29 3.98 3.72 4.03 3.97 3.97 4.16 3.72 4.05  

     
PA Rating = 3.49  3.70 3.60 3.50 3.50 3.20 3.70 3.50 3.30 3.50 3.60 3.60 3.50 3.20 3.50 3.50 
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6.1.3 Cronbach’s Alpha 

 

Small sample sizes notwithstanding, the results of the Cronbach’s Alpha 

indicated an alpha of 0.814 for the 20 item four-factor cultural intelligence 

instrument and 0.924 for the 100 item 12-factor LBDQ XII leader behaviour 

instrument, indicating that the instruments are measuring the same characteristic. 

(Refer Table 5) 

 
Table 5 
Cronbach’s Alpha scores on the four-factor CQ and 12 factor LBDQ instruments 

 
      CQ  LBDQ 

 
Cronbach’s Alpha     .814   .924 
 

   

 

6.2 Qualitative 

Qualitative analysis was conducted with five of the 15 leaders as depicted in the 

sample below, with the sample comprising three males, two females, two whites, 

one Asian, one coloured and one African. The age category included one from 

the category 50+ (being an executive leader), three from the category 40+ (one 

being senior leadership and two being middle management leaders) and one 

from the category 30+ (being a senior management leader).  

Participant Gender Race Age Position PA Rating CQ 

Score 

Leader 1 Male White 50 + Executive 3.7 4.50 

Leader 3 Male Asian 30 + Senior 3.5 5.80 

Leader 7 Female Coloured 40 + Senior 3.5 4.20 

Leader 8 Male African 40 + Middle 3.3 5.80 

Leader 12 Female White 40 + Middle 3.5 4.75 
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Information was obtained via an interview with the above leaders in a setting 

comfortable and conducive to interview purposes limiting any disturbances. The 

leaders were assured of the confidentiality and the condition that their comments 

could be used in the research paper was noted. The leaders were also advised 

that they could end the interview at any time should it become uncomfortable and 

/ or intrusive. Only after the “Interview Consent Form” (Appendix 11.2) was relayed 

to the five leaders did they sign it, agreeing to the interview conditions, and only 

after signing the consent form did the interview commence. On average the 

interviews took 40 minutes with three taking 35 minutes, one 45 minutes and one 

55 minutes, the results of which are indicated in Appendix 11.16. Cultural 

intelligence scores across all leaders are indicated in Table 4, the minimum of 

which is 3.90 the maximum 5.80 with a mean of 4.72. It is worth noting that two of 

the leaders within the interview sample obtained at maximum a score of 5.80, 

being leader 3 and 8. 

 

Vocal points obtained from a content analysis of the interviews are highlighted.  

  

Contrary to the mean score obtained from the CQ instrument of leaders cultural 

intelligence which was 4.72 (Table 4) on the seven point Likert scale, the majority 

of leaders interviewed indicated that they viewed their knowledge of cultural 

intelligence to be medium to low. Leaders in general do not research cultures but 

enjoy reading and learning about them as a matter of course, and knowledge 

was obtained in some instances as a result of cultures mixing through marriage. 

They also indicated that they prefer asking questions to understand more about 

different cultures and gestures in instances where they are not familiar with 

these.  

 

Three out of the five leaders attended cross-cultural training but did not find it 

beneficial, nor did it teach them any more about other and different cultures. In 

almost all instances leaders were busy mentoring people from differing cultures 

to their own and they found that the biggest challenge and hurdle to overcome 
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was that of educational background, where people were taught differently as a 

result of the culture they grew up in. Leaders indicated that to overcome this they 

needed to develop the ability to literally move between the culture of the 

individual being mentored and that of the Western working culture.  

 

On the question of whether they are being mentored by someone from a different 

culture, again three out of the five indicated that they were. The interesting point 

was that they did so by the person mentoring them not even knowing. Leader 3 

indicated “Mentoring is done informally without people even knowing”. He does 

this by selecting leaders being both successful and not successful and through 

observation he learns how to act and not to act and which behaviours are 

superior to others. 

 

On the question of language two leaders spoke a minimum of two languages, 

one leader spoke as many as five and the other two spoke three languages, most 

of these taught whilst at school. Two interesting points on the topic of language: 

one was the observation that the new generation (being that of their children) 

could not speak their home language not to even mention reading or 

understanding it. Leader 3 being Asian indicated that he is busy developing the 

ability to speak an African language to understand and interact better with his 

teams.  

 

All of the five leaders have travelled to countries other than that of their 

upbringing with the intention of learning more about places and by implication, 

people and their cultures. Three of the leaders have travelled extensively but it is 

interesting to note that one of the leaders who had only travelled to one country 

scored the highest on the CQ scale. Leaders did however indicate that the 

enormity of the financial outlay kept them from travelling more frequently. In 

general leaders indicated that they either travelled because their work required it, 

or to see the country of their birth, or to view places that they believed were 

scenic.  
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None of the leaders had the opportunity to work overseas but indicated that 

people they know who work abroad (they come from South Africa) struggle with 

adapting to the new culture.  

 

All five of the leaders indicated that they have friendships with people from other 

cultures and that these developed as a result of working relationships, being 

neighbours, being part of a certain religion and some stemming as far back as 

schooling. All of these relationships spanning across languages, colour, religion 

and nationalities, developed as a matter of course. In asking leader 3 about his 

friendships he said, “let’s categorise them as ABC, A being Asian, B being Black 

and C being coloured” this indicating how well South Africans have adapted to 

the multicultural environment within which they find themselves. 

 

It was evident through asking the question of whether “your culture has changed 

from the one during upbringing to the one you currently live by”, that considerable 

adaptations have occurred along the culture line. Some leaders indicated that the 

generation their children are in have adapted and changed so much that they 

cannot even speak, read or write their own home language but have rather 

adopted the Western working culture. 

 

Leader 3 mentioned “In business today we have all adopted the Western working 

culture and it is difficult to merge this with the culture during upbringing. The way 

to overcome this is to develop the ability to move between these cultures 

depending on what the situation requires”. Scholars refer to this ability as 

biculturalism. 

 

Leader 8 mentioned that, due to his involvement in “lobola” negotiations, he is 

able to move between the cultures of a number of tribes. He further indicated, 

“Children of today cannot even speak or read the local language and can only 

read, speak and understand English”, this indicating a clear culture leap.  
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Respect, integrity, trust and honesty were common themes in the values listed by 

the leaders that govern their lives. Again, there was general agreement that 

“treating others the way you would like to be treated” and “always give something 

back to society, do not just take” were important norms by which to live. The two 

leaders scoring the highest on CQ indicated that they are extremely honourable 

to their families, friends, and work colleagues and more importantly their country.  

 

The values and norms do not vary from those during their upbringing except in 

instances where leaders have married people from different cultures than their 

own. This had happened with only one leader. The leader did indicate that the 

change was a huge learning experience and that the “mix” between these two 

cultures has developed into one now taught to their children. Another strong 

theme in terms of norms was the passing of their religious background from 

generation to generation.  

 

On the rather open ended question of whether there was anything else the 

participants felt they needed to add, the replies were extensive and raised many 

additional ideas.  

 

Leader 1 scoring 4.50 (Table 4) on CQ said that having travelled and seen how 

other people live opened his mind to other cultures. He also indicated that having 

made friends with other cultures (Asian, German, and Ghanaian) taught him a 

great deal not only about their cultures but also of others. As an example he 

noted that his German friend even taught him things about the Jewish culture. A 

central theme was that most of the leaders felt that South Africa had progressed 

a long way towards understanding and accepting each other and mention was 

made of the fact that in all his travels he has not seen a country, rich in so many 

cultures, being able to live in such harmony.  

 

Leader 3 being one of two leaders who scored the highest on CQ (5.80) (Table 4) 

had a very thought provoking concept of cultures, explaining it as liquid in that it 
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always moves. He mentioned “South Africa is a melting pot of various cultures 

that have developed over years and no person should ever strive towards making 

this very unique South African culture of ours solid, or one”. He himself, having 

found he is a mixture of various cultures, with a great grandmother from a 

coloured background and a great grandfather from an Asian culture, has made 

peace with himself, and there are very few individuals as proud of his / her 

upbringing, culture and religion as this leader. 

 

Leader 7, scoring 4.20 on CQ (Table 4), with her origin from the Cape Malays, 

has been able to work through the wrongs of the past where they were forced to 

serve whites as cooks, eat pork and drink alcohol, and not allowed to practise 

their own religion, has developed her own culture and today, finds herself 

working within and amongst the Asian culture of KZN.  

 

Leader 8 scoring as high as leader 3 on CQ (5.80) (Table 4) the two highest 

scoring leaders on cultural intelligence, said that, “Cultures have been diluted and 

have migrated so much that if one are not careful to protect your own culture, it 

will merely disappear in time to come”. Leader 8 further felt that too little time is 

spent at work talking about and understanding differing cultures to know how to 

motivate differing people differently.  

 

Leader 12 scoring 4.75 on CQ (Table 4) mentions that she has undergone various 

culture changing events. Born in Zimbabwe, she met her Greek husband there 

and was married and christened her children under the Greek religion. They then 

immigrated to South Africa in 1983 at the age of 23 in the apartheid years and 

lived through the post-apartheid era. Her mother was a senior mistress at a black 

Zimbabwean school and as a result she grew up amongst cultures different to 

hers. It was here “where I gained most of my knowledge of different cultures in 

making friends with people looking, speaking and thinking differently to me”. This 

leader also travelled extensively out of her free will and has visited a multitude of 

countries from the age of 15.  
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The quantitative results as well as the interview results paint a rather interesting 

picture of CQ and leader behaviour, and while the study is exploratory in nature it 

does begin to shed light on the primary questions driving the research. 

 

Primary: 

• What is the relationship between cultural intelligence and leadership 

behaviour? 

Secondary: 

• Are there leadership behaviours which are accepted and perceived to be 

effective across all cultures within South Africa? 

• What is the level of cultural intelligence in South African leaders? 

• How can culturally intelligent leader behaviour be developed? 

 

The next chapter presents a discussion of the conclusions and implications for 

future research. 
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7 Chapter 7: Discussion and Conclusion 
 

7.1 What is the relationship between cultural intelligence and 
leadership behaviour? 

 

Below I discuss my results with special mention of, and emphasis on the 

factor Strategy contained within CQ. This is because the results demonstrate 

that the CQ factor Strategy is significantly related to a leader’s capability to 

function effectively when interacting with those who have different cultural 

backgrounds.  

 

Overall, the research provides evidence that a relationship does exist 

between cultural intelligence and leader behaviour, even if it is limited. The CQ 

factor Strategy, indicating a leader’s consciousness of the cultural knowledge 

used when interacting with people from different cultural backgrounds as well as 

the leader’s ability to adjust that cultural knowledge depending on the discussion 

and / or situation at hand, related positively to four important leadership 

behaviour factors: Demand Reconciliation, Tolerance of Freedom, Predictive 

Accuracy and Superior Orientation.  

 

The positive relationship with the LBDQ factor Demand Reconciliation made 

sense as it is described as the leaders ability to reconcile conflicting demands 

whilst reducing disorder in the system. One would expect that in the current 

South African context, rich with a number of differing cultures, the leader would 

require the ability to adjust his / her cultural knowledge in interactions towards 

understanding and reconciling the conflicting demands in an attempt to bring 

order to the system.  

 

In addition to this relationship, a further positive relationship between CQ and 

LBDQ being Tolerance of Freedom made sense as it reflects the extent to 

which the leader allows his / her followers scope for initiative, decision-making 
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and action taking. It is argued that, in understanding the level of freedom to be 

allowed during these decision-making and action taking encounters, the leader 

needs to know and understand the cultural background of the various individuals 

within the team to judge appropriately the level of freedom that can be allowed. 

One of the biggest challenges found through the mentoring process (a question 

posed during interviewing of the leaders) was the influence of the cultural 

background on the educational methods and levels hindering the aligning of 

outputs across the various cultural groups. In interacting with these different 

cultures it is thus essential for leaders to know how to speak and relay the 

message in the correct manner to team members of all cultures enabling them to 

utilise freedom of initiative at optimal levels, whilst keeping the required outcome 

in mind. 

 

The positive relationship with Predictive Accuracy was enforced by considering 

the fact that, to enable leaders to exhibit foresight through predicting outcomes 

and understanding trends, they needed to have and be conscious of the cultural 

environment within which they operate. To predict outcomes, leaders need to 

understand the various complex internal and external triggers, one of which is the 

varying backgrounds and cultures underlying the system. In applying foresight 

and being able to predict the required outcome of any scenario, leaders are not 

only required to have knowledge of the underlying cultures within any team, but 

are also required to applying their cultural knowledge differently, depending on 

the situation at hand. 

 

Superior Orientation, the last of the LBDQ factors indicating a positive 

relationship with Strategy, measures the extent to which the leader maintains 

cordial relationships with superiors and has influence over them. Again the 

relationship made sense considering the ever-changing face of the South African 

workforce as described within the opening statements to the research paper. The 

metaphor of the “melting pot” (also referred to by leaders during the interview 

process), point towards leaders being able to influence and mobilise a more 

diverse workgroup. Previously, leaders lead followers similar to them, interacted 
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with leaders similar to them and had to report to superiors similar to them. 

Leaders of the twenty-first century face the challenge of having to lead followers, 

interact with peers and even report to superiors of different gender and race, not 

even mentioning culture. Considering that the current South African statistics on 

population reflect 78% black, 9% coloured, 2% Asian and 11% white, further 

strengthens the point. The characteristics of current South African leaders has 

changed and it is becoming ever challenging for leaders to know how to vary 

their knowledge of different cultures when interacting across all levels including 

superior authority.  

 

The negative relationship between the CQ factors Knowledge and the LBDQ 

factor Superior Orientation could not be explained. A leader who scores high on 

CQ Knowledge professes to know the legal, economic and marriage systems 

within other cultures, as well as having knowledge of the religious beliefs and arts 

and crafts of other cultures. Such leaders further profess to have knowledge of 

rules (e.g. grammer) of other languages and that they understand rules for 

expressing non-verbal behaviours in other cultures. Comparing this to the LBDQ 

factor Superior Orientation, measuring the extent to which the leader maintains 

cordial relationship with superiors and has influence over them, I could not find 

any reason for this relationship to exist.  

 

I find it extremely interesting that no further relationships existed between the 

other two CQ factors Motivation and Behaviour and the remaining LBDQ 

factors being Representation, Tolerance of Uncertainty, Persuasiveness, 

Initiation of Structure, Role Assumption, Consideration, Production 

Emphasis and Integration. I would have expected there to be strong relations 

between cultural intelligence and leadership behaviour, definitely an area for 

further research. 

 

The findings on the CQ factor Strategy suggest interesting and excitingly new 

research streams and I encourage others to examine the extent to which the CQ 
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factor Strategy might be the key cultural intelligence factor that relates to 

superior leadership behaviour and ability. 

 

7.2 Are there leadership behaviours, which are accepted and 
perceived to be effective across all cultures within South 
Africa? 

 

I could not prove in answering the above question that there are any specific 

leadership behaviour, perceived to be more effective than others.  

 

Having said this and when giving consideration to the outcome of the 12 

leadership behaviour factors as highlighted within the LBDQ instrument, there are 

behaviours which in terms of mean scores measured higher than others. Even 

although this thinking has its clear limitations as the instrument was completed by 

the subordinates of the leaders based on their perception of their leaders’ 

leadership behaviour, I make mention of those behaviours that measured mean 

scores above four on the five point Likert scale. The behaviours in order of 

highest (4.30) to lowest (4.07) (Table 4) mean score are Representation, 

Demand Reconciliation, Integration, Superior Orientation and Role 

Assumption. Across races, there were no significant differences in leader 

behaviours. 

 

In considering the five factors and linking these back to the theory on charismatic 

and situational leadership, one could agree that the above leadership factors 

could be seen to be more effective behaviours for leaders to display, should they 

want to be more successful.  

 

Taking the discussion further, on whether there are leadership behaviours to be 

perceived to be more effective than others, I compared the mean scores obtained 

from the CQ, LBDQ and PA rating instrument across the 15 leaders and could 

not find any conclusive relationship. As an example leader 3 measuring highest 
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(together with leader 8) on the CQ mean score, scored the third lowest LBDQ 

score and displayed an average PA rating. Leader 8 also measuring highest on 

CQ (together with leader 3) scored the fifth highest LBDQ score, but displayed 

the second lowest PA rating (Table 4). Besides the result obtained from the 

Spearman’s Rho correlation indicating no relationship, these results quite clearly 

display similarities indicating no conclusive relationship and / or correlation 

between CQ, LBDQ and PA rating. 

 

An interesting point found during the interview process was the ability of some 

leaders to move (as they call it) between cultures. Leaders indicated that they 

had to develop this ability during the mentoring process to overcome the gap 

between the home / local culture and that of the Western working culture. They 

then further extended this ability developed into a third dynamic, whereby they 

utilise it to understand people different to them, and so they find themselves 

moving between differing cultures on a regular basis, utilising this skill to their 

best advantage.  

 

Even although it could not conclusively be proven by looking at the LBDQ mean 

scores of these leaders, two of the leaders interviewed mentioned that part of 

their success was due to the fact that they spoke more than one language, in one 

instance as many as 5, and in another the ability to speak a language not related 

to his own culture, gaining the leader respect from peers and followers, he would 

not have otherwise earned, had he not spoken this language.   

 

A clear limitation identified whilst conducting this analysis was the usage of the 

midyear PA rating. The midyear PA rating traditionally has no bearing and / or 

impact on any incentive, be it bonus and / or annual increment and is considered 

a “course correction” exercise, addressing deviations from objectives, rather than 

focussing on obtaining a final PA rating per individual employee. The mean 

required as an organisational measure for this PA rating cycle is 3.50. In 

calculating and comparing the mean score of all 15 leaders a mean of 3.49 (Table 
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4) was obtained, clearly proving the limitation. I would suggest this could be the 

basis for some interesting future research across different leaders but utilising the 

year-end PA rating as guide. 

 

Besides this limitation I do however find it extremely interesting that little to no 

relationship existed between CQ, LBDQ and performance rating. I would have 

expected there to be a strong relationship, as theory suggests that to be 

successful one needs to be able to apply adaptive performance. “Given the 

increasingly diverse and dynamic nature of work environments, adaptive 

performance has emerged as a new form of work performance. Adaptive 

performance is a person’s proficiency at altering behaviour to meet the demands 

and changes in environment and culture” (Ang, Van Dyne & Koh, 2006: 119).  

This is an extremely interesting concept when one considers how this links to 

what is described in the CQ factor strategy of being able to readjust one’s cultural 

knowledge depending on the situation and / or audience. 

 

7.3 What is the level of cultural intelligence in South African 
leaders? 

 

Considering the CQ mean obtained by the 15 leaders completing the four-factor 

CQ instrument and doing a normative comparison of the mean scores per CQ 

factor against that of a study conducted by Ang, Van Dyne and Koh (2004) 

amongst 447 Singapore and 337 US business undergraduates, one could say 

that South African leaders view themselves as having a high level of cultural 

intelligence. I compared the results from the study with those of the study 

conducted as mentioned above on the four CQ factors. Below are some of the 

results from this comparison. 

 

The CQ Strategy, mean obtained from the study conducted by Ang, Van Dyne 

and Koh (2004) indicated a mean of 4.89 for the 447 Singapore undergraduates 

and mean of 4.98 for the 337 US business undergraduates. The mean score 
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obtained from the South African leaders completing the four-factor CQ instrument 

was 5.73 (Table 4) indicating that the South African leaders view themselves as 

displaying higher levels of consciousness of their level of cultural knowledge and 

how they apply and adjust it depending on the situation and in interacting with 

people different to them. However, it should be noted that the leaders interviewed 

were more modest about their level of cultural intelligence. 

 

On the factor CQ Knowledge again the South African leaders, even although 

this was the lowest score between the four CQ factors, scored above the mean of 

the 447 Singapore and 337 US business undergraduates scoring 3.16 and 3.66 

respectively. The South African score being 3.87 (Table 4) indicates that South 

African leaders profess that they know the legal, economic and marriage systems 

within other cultures as well as having knowledge of the religious beliefs and arts 

and crafts of other cultures. They further claim to have knowledge of rules (e.g. 

grammar) of other languages and that they understand the rules for expressing 

non-verbal behaviours in other cultures. 

 

Results on the factor CQ Motivation again indicated that South African leaders 

measure above the score obtained for the 447 Singapore business 

undergraduates. They scored a mean of 4.74 as opposed to the South African 

mean of 5.19 (Table 4). Comparing the results obtained from the 337 US business 

undergraduates being 5.34 with those of the South African leaders, it would 

appear that the US business undergraduates scored higher than the South 

African sample. The reason for this could not clearly be identified.  

 

Comparing the results of the last CQ factor being CQ Behaviour, to those of the 

study conducted by Ang, Van Dyne and Koh (2004) again the South African 

leaders scored higher with a mean of 4.47 (Table 4) as apposed to the 447 

Singapore and 337 US business undergraduates, who scored 4.22 and 4.20 

respectively. 
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I found the results from this normative comparison quite interesting considering 

the newness of the topic within the South African context. The results quite 

clearly indicate that South African leaders rate themselves higher in respect to 

cultural intelligence than that of the sample in other parts of the globe. In 

deliberating the reasons behind this phenomenon and viewing the South African 

demographic situation one would suggest that the multitude of cultures leaders 

are faced with could contribute to these high levels of CQ. What is specifically 

interesting for me is the high levels of CQ motivation and CQ behaviour, these 

two factors being by far the most difficult to master amongst the four CQ factors. 

 

As mentioned and indicated before, the size of the sample used within the South 

African context and study is a clear limitation, but it certainly provides good 

argument and debate for future research.        

 

7.4 How can culturally intelligent leader behaviour be 
developed?  

 

Referring back to Chapter Three, the literature review chapter of the research 

study, Ang, Van Dyne and Koh (2006) indicate that they view metacognitive CQ 

and / or CQ Strategy as reflective of the processes individuals use to acquire and 

understand cultural knowledge. Cognitive CQ and / or CQ Knowledge, they 

identify as the general knowledge and knowledge structures about culture. 

Motivational CQ they describe as the magnitude and direction of energy applied 

towards learning about, and functioning in cross-cultural situations. They 

describe behavioural CQ as the capability to exhibit appropriate verbal and 

nonverbal actions when interacting with people from different cultures. 

 

One of the findings and facets they mention that is by far the least explored is the 

concept of Openness to Experience. In their study, which by the way gave rise 

to the current study, they argue and statistically prove by utlising the four-factor 

CQ instrument, that openness to experience is related to all four factors of CQ 
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i.e. CQ Strategy, CQ Knowledge, CQ Motivation and CQ Behaviour and they 

encourage “additional research on CQ, with special emphasis on openness to 

experience and adaptive performance.” (Ang, Van Dyne & Koh, 2006: 120).  

 

In understanding the trait “openness to experience”, individuals who possess this 

trait are seen to be imaginative, creative, cultured, original, broad-minded, 

intelligent, and artistically sensitive. Individuals possessing openness to 

experience show the willingness to experience and enjoy new and unfamiliar 

environments.  

 

I found, through having discussion with leaders (from both genders, all four 

races, age categories varying between 30+, 40+ and 50+, leadership position 

within the organisation being middle, senior and executive leadership as well CQ 

mean from completing the four-factor CQ instrument varying between the lowest 

and highest mean), that there are not any clear dividing lines to help those low in 

CQ to develop it.  

 

What I did find is that in general leaders did not research cultures, nor did they 

attend specific cross-cultural training to develop CQ but obtained their CQ 

Knowledge as a matter of course and through sheer experience by asking 

questions in instances where they did not understand the cultural behaviour and 

by being open to new experiences. For example, the Asian leader mentioned the 

tension experienced whilst attending a rugby match with thousands of people 

looking, talking and thinking differently to him. Never had he learnt as much 

about that culture as on that day. The one leader scoring highest on CQ made 

the point that he had researched his ancestry, going as far as having DNA tests 

conducted and as a result of this experience understands the culture he 

represents far better. The leaders interviewed made an interesting point that they 

developed their CQ Knowledge not through mentoring and coaching or being 

mentored and coached by people different to them, but rather through 

observation and seeing the CQ behaviour of others.  
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Leaders who have travelled extensively, open to encountering new cultural 

experiences were amongst those scoring highest on the CQ score. The 

interesting point regarding travelling was that the leaders scoring highest on CQ 

have travelled extensively within Africa and understand African cultures far better 

than any of the others, so it seems that it is more indicative of CQ Knowledge to 

travel within close proximity of one’s own culture than those abroad and or 

overseas. Leaders having friendships with people different to them and having 

developed these differing cultural relationships since childhood years, indicated 

that this was the way they had gained the most CQ knowledge, not only about 

the culture of that specific friend but even of cultures impacting and related to that 

friend. For example, one leader mentioned that he had learnt about the Jewish 

culture by having a German friend. Another culture changing experience noted 

was that of having married across cultural and religious backgrounds. One leader 

suggested the way to better develop cultural intelligence was to speak and learn 

about culture more in the workplace. 

 

A common trend evident is the presence of experience and being open and 

willing to experience differing things and cultures. Theory suggests that the way 

towards developing cultural intelligence is first to develop knowledge (CQ 

Strategy and CQ Knowledge), whether it is of oneself, others and / or the 

situation. Then secondly, once this knowledge has been developed and gained, 

how does it affect ones understanding and make one mindful (CQ motivation)? 

Third and lastly, once one is mindful and / or has the understanding, how does it 

impact ones behaviour (CQ behaviour). The process of becoming culturally 

intelligent involves a cycle of repetition in which each new challenge is built upon 

until cultural intelligence is ultimately achieved. This is depicted in the 

developmental lifecycle to becoming culturally intelligent (Diagramme 1) below. 
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Diagramme 1 
Developmental Lifecycle to becoming Culturally Intelligent 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I have found that to develop CQ is not far from what has been described above 

and that the best way to develop CQ is through sheer experience and being open 

to new and differing things, as well as being open to sharing these experiences 

with people different to oneself.  

 

Never the less the results from the research a definite strength of the present 

research is that it represents one of the first studies to use the CQ scale in a 

South African sample and the results provide a basis for future research. With 

this as a basis the researcher argues that much can be gained from researching 

the relationship between cultural intelligence and leader behaviour, giving 

consideration to a larger sample size in terms of observations stretching across 

different industries and companies within a South African context. 
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11 Appendix 
 

11.1  Participation Form 

 

29 May 2006 

 
 
To whom it may concern 
 
This is to confirm that Mr Dewald Smit is studying MBL3 at the Graduate School 
of Business Leadership.  I will be serving as the study leader for this research, 
which will be used to satisfy the research requirement for his MBL degree.    

 
Please be assured that any data collected as part of the research will be treated 
in the strictest confidence. We require students to keep the identity of your 

organisation anonymous in any journal articles or other academic publications 
that they may do based on the research. If you prefer, he can also disguise the 
name of your organisation in the research report he will submit in November. Mr 
Smit should also provide you with a feedback report on the results of the 

research once he has completed. 
 
If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me at  

011 652 0365.  Again, thank you for your willingness to allow Mr Smit to conduct 
this important research to satisfy the requirements of his degree.  I believe the 
study will be of benefit to your organisation. 

 
 

Sincerely, 

 
Prof Stella M. Nkomo 
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11.2  Interview Consent Form  

 

I agree to be interviewed by Dewald Smit who is conducting research for his MBL 
degree in specific his thesis on “The relationship between leader behaviours and 
cultural intelligence in South Africa’s Multicultural environment”. 

 

This thesis will focus on understanding the relationship between certain leader 
behaviour as perceived by their subordinates and cultural intelligence (CQ) as 
indicated by the leaders themselves. The ultimate objective of the study is to 
indicate: 

• whether there are leadership behaviours which are accepted and 
perceived to be effective across all cultures within South African; 

• what the level of cultural intelligence is within South African leaders, 
and 

• how culturally intelligent leader behaviour can be developed. 

 

I understand the interview will take one hour to complete and agree to have it 
tape-recorded.  I also acknowledge that my identity, words, and opinions may 
become part of the thesis content. Dewald Smit has assured me that every effort 
will be made to accurately capture my words. Dewald Smit and his appointed 
research associates have agreed to be bound by the research ethics of the 
Academy of Management to protect the interest of research subjects. If at any 
time, I feel that the interview is becoming uncomfortable or intrusive, I may end 
the interview.   

 

__________________________________   

Name        

__________________________________  _________________ 

Signature       Date 
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11.3  The 20 item Four Factor Cultural Intelligence Measurement Tool 

Read each statement and by circling only one applicable number select the response that best describes your capabilities.   

Select the answer that BEST describes you AS YOU REALLY ARE (1=strongly disagree; 7=strongly agree) 

CQ 
Factor 

Questionnaire Items  1=strongly disagree  
7=strongly agree 

 
 

  

1 I am conscious of the cultural knowledge I use when interacting with people with different cultural backgrounds. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 

2 I am conscious of the cultural knowledge I apply to cross-cultural interactions. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 

3 I adjust my cultural knowledge as I interact with people from a culture that is unfamiliar to me. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 

4 I check the accuracy of my cultural knowledge as I interact with people from different cultures. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 

5 I know the legal and economic systems of other cultures. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 

6 I know the religious beliefs of other cultures. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 

7 I know the marriage systems of other cultures. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 

8 I know the arts and crafts of other cultures. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 

9 I know the rules (e.g., grammar) of other languages. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 

10 I know the rules for expressing non-verbal behaviors in other cultures. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 

11 I enjoy interacting with people from different cultures. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 

12 I enjoy living in cultures that are unfamiliar to me. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 

13 I am confident that I can socialize with locals in a culture that is unfamiliar to me. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 

14 I am confident that I can get accustomed to the shopping conditions in a different culture. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 

15 I am sure I can deal with the stresses of adjusting to a culture that is new to me. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 

16 I change my verbal behavior (e.g., accent, tone) when a cross-cultural interaction requires it. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 

17 I change my non-verbal behavior when a cross-cultural situation requires it. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 

18 I use pause and silence differently to suit different cross-cultural situations. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 

19 I vary the rate of my speaking when a cross-cultural situation requires it. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 

20 I alter my facial expressions when a cross-cultural interaction requires it. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 

 

 
 ©  Cultural Intelligence Center, 2004.  Used by permission of Cultural Intelligence Center.  
Note.  Use of this scale granted to academic researchers for research purposes only. 1  
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To assist the researcher in further analysis, please be so kind to complete the following demographic questions: 

1. Your gender  (circle one);     Female       Male   

2. Your race (circle one):    African      Coloured        Asian        White   

3. Year of  your birth (write in):   ______________     

4. Management position within organization (circle one):    Executive       Senior         Middle 
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11.4  The 100 item 12 LBDQ XII Measurement Tool 
LEADER BEHAVIOUR DESCRIPTION QUESTIONNAIRE – FORM XII 

 
Purpose of the Questionnaire 

 
On the following pages is a list of items that may be used to describe the behaviour of your direct leader.  
Although some items may appear similar, they express differences that are important in the description of 
leadership. Each item should be considered as a separate description. This is not a test of ability or 
consistency in making answers. Its only purpose is to make it possible for you to describe, as accurately as 
you can, the behaviour of your direct leader.  
 
a. READ each item carefully. 
b. THINK about how frequently your direct leader engages in the behaviour described by the item. 
c. DECIDE whether he / she (5) always, (4) often, (3) occasionally, (2) seldom or (1) never acts as 

described by the item. 
d. DRAW A CIRCLE around one of the five numbers (5 4 3 2 1) following the item to show the answer you 

have selected. 
e. MARK your answers as shown in the example below. 
 

Example: Often acts as described 5 4 3 2 1 

Example: Never acts as described 5 4 3 2 1 

 
5=Always     4=Often     3=Occasionally     2=Seldom     1=Never 
 

1. Acts as the spokesman of the group 5 4 3 2 1 

2. Waits patiently for the results of a decision 5 4 3 2 1 

3. Makes pep talks to stimulate the group 5 4 3 2 1 

4. Lets group members know what is expected of them 5 4 3 2 1 

5. Allows the members complete freedom in their work 5 4 3 2 1 

6. Is hesitant about taking initiative in the group 5 4 3 2 1 

7. Is friendly and approachable 5 4 3 2 1 

8. Encourages overtime work 5 4 3 2 1 

9. Makes accurate decisions 5 4 3 2 1 

10. Gets along well with the people above him/her 5 4 3 2 1 

11. Publicises the activities of the group 5 4 3 2 1 

12. Becomes anxious when he/she cannot find out what is coming next 5 4 3 2 1 

13.His/her arguments are convincing 5 4 3 2 1 

14.Encourages the use of uniform procedures 5 4 3 2 1 

15. Permits the members to use their own judgement in solving problems 5 4 3 2 1 

16. Fails to take necessary action 5 4 3 2 1 

17. Does little things to make it pleasant to be a member of the group 5 4 3 2 1 

18. Stresses being ahead of competing groups 5 4 3 2 1 
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19. Keeps the group working together as a team 5 4 3 2 1 

20. Keeps the group in good standing with higher authority 5 4 3 2 1 

21. Speaks as the representative of the group 5 4 3 2 1 

22. Accepts defeat in stride 5 4 3 2 1 

23. Argues persuasively for his/her point of view 5 4 3 2 1 

24. Tries out his/her ideas in the group 5 4 3 2 1 

25. Encourages initiative in the group members 5 4 3 2 1 

26. Lets other persons take away his/her leadership in the group 5 4 3 2 1 

27. Puts suggestions made by the group into operation 5 4 3 2 1 

28. Needles members for greater effort 5 4 3 2 1 

29. Seems able to predict what is coming next 5 4 3 2 1 

30. Is working hard for a promotion 5 4 3 2 1 

31. Speaks for the group when visitors are present 5 4 3 2 1 

32. Accepts delays without becoming upset 5 4 3 2 1 

33. Is a very persuasive talker 5 4 3 2 1 

34. Makes his/her attitudes clear to the group 5 4 3 2 1 

35. Lets the members do their work the way they think best 5 4 3 2 1 

36. Lets some members take advantage of him/her 5 4 3 2 1 

37. Treats all group members as his/her equals 5 4 3 2 1 

38. Keeps the work moving at a rapid pace 5 4 3 2 1 

39. Settles conflicts when they occur in the group 5 4 3 2 1 

40. His/her superiors act favourably on most of his/her suggestions 5 4 3 2 1 

41. Represents the group at outside meetings 5 4 3 2 1 

42. Becomes anxious when waiting for new developments 5 4 3 2 1 

43. Is very skilful in an argument 5 4 3 2 1 

44. Decides what shall be done and how it shall be done 5 4 3 2 1 

45. Assigns a task, then lets the members handle it 5 4 3 2 1 

46. Is the leader of the group in name only 5 4 3 2 1 

47. Gives advance notice of changes 5 4 3 2 1 

48. Pushes for increased production 5 4 3 2 1 

49. Things usually turn out as he/she predicts 5 4 3 2 1 

50. Enjoys the privileges of his/her position  5 4 3 2 1 

51. Handles complex problems efficiently 5 4 3 2 1 
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52. Is able to tolerate postponement and uncertainty 5 4 3 2 1 

53. Is not a very convincing talker 5 4 3 2 1 

54. Assigns group members to particular tasks 5 4 3 2 1 

55. Turns the members loose on a job, and lets them go to it 5 4 3 2 1 

56. Backs down when he/she ought to stand firm 5 4 3 2 1 

57. Keeps to himself/herself 5 4 3 2 1 

58. Asks the members to work harder 5 4 3 2 1 

59. Is accurate in predicting the trend of events 5 4 3 2 1 

60. Gets his/her superiors to act for the welfare of the group members 5 4 3 2 1 

61. Gets swamped by details 5 4 3 2 1 

62. Can wait just so long, then blows up 5 4 3 2 1 

63. Speaks from a strong inner conviction 5 4 3 2 1 

64. Makes sure that his/her part in the group is understood 5 4 3 2 1 

65. Is reluctant to allow the members any freedom of action 5 4 3 2 1 

66. Lets some members have authority that he/she should keep 5 4 3 2 1 

67. Looks out for the personal welfare of group members 5 4 3 2 1 

68. Permits the members to take it easy in their work 5 4 3 2 1 

69. Sees to it that the work of the group is co-ordinated 5 4 3 2 1 

70. His/her word carries weight with superiors 5 4 3 2 1 

71. Gets things all tangled up 5 4 3 2 1 

72. Remains calm when uncertain about coming events 5 4 3 2 1 

73. Is an inspiring talker 5 4 3 2 1 

74. Schedules the work to be done 5 4 3 2 1 

75. Allows the group a high degree of initiative 5 4 3 2 1 

76. Takes full charge when emergencies arise 5 4 3 2 1 

77. Is willing to make changes 5 4 3 2 1 

78. Drives hard when there is a job to be done 5 4 3 2 1 

79. Helps group members settle their differences 5 4 3 2 1 

80. Gets what he/she asks for from his/her superiors 5 4 3 2 1 

81. Can reduce a madhouse to system and order 5 4 3 2 1 

82. Is able to delay action until the proper time occurs 5 4 3 2 1 

83. Persuades others that his/her ideas are to their advantage 5 4 3 2 1 

84. Maintains definite standards of performance 5 4 3 2 1 
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85. Trusts members to exercise good judgement 5 4 3 2 1 

86. Overcomes attempts made to challenge his/her leadership 5 4 3 2 1 

87. Refuses to explain his/her actions 5 4 3 2 1 

88. Urges the group to beat its previous record 5 4 3 2 1 

89. Anticipates problems and plans for them 5 4 3 2 1 

90. Is working his/her way to the top 5 4 3 2 1 

91. Gets confused when too many demands are made of him/her 5 4 3 2 1 

92. Worries about the outcome of any new procedure 5 4 3 2 1 

93. Can inspire enthusiasm for a project 5 4 3 2 1 

94. Asks that group members follow standard rules and regulations 5 4 3 2 1 

95. Permits the group to set its own pace 5 4 3 2 1 

96. Is easily recognised as the leader of the group 5 4 3 2 1 

97. Acts without consulting the group 5 4 3 2 1 

98. Keeps the group working up to capacity 5 4 3 2 1 

99. Maintains a closely knit group 5 4 3 2 1 

100. Maintains cordial relations with superiors 5 4 3 2 1 

 

 

To assist the researcher please be so kind as to answer these demographic questions: 

1. Your gender (circle one)   Female      Male  

2. Your race  (circle one)      African    Coloured   Asian    White 

3. Name of your superior (Optional): _____________________________________1  
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11.5  The Cultural Intelligence Interview Guide Measurement Tool 

Cultural Intelligence 
Interview Questions 

Dewald Smit 

 

Interviewee Name : _____________________________ 

 
 

Date : __________ Time: __________ Length of Interview: __________  
 

 

1. Let me ask you to think how much you know about cultures other than your 

own.    

• How would you rate your general knowledge of other cultures?   

• How did you learn about these other cultures (e.g. direct contact, reading, 

etc.)?  

 

2. Have you ever attended cross-cultural training? (Yes / No).   
• Please give a brief description of that training.   

• To what extent have you been able to use it in the workplace?  

 

3. Are you mentoring / coaching anyone from a different culture to yours?     
(Yes / No).  

• What challenges if any have you experienced in the mentoring/coaching 

relationship?   

• How have you dealt with them?  

 

4. Are you being mentored / coached by anyone from a different culture to 

yours? (Yes / No). 

• What challenges if any have you experienced in being mentored or coached by 

someone different from yourself?   

• How have you dealt with them?  

 

6.5. Do you speak more than one language? (Yes / No) 

• How many? 

• How did you acquire your knowledge of another language? How many? 

 

 

7.6. Have you ever travelled abroad? (Yes / No) 

• If so, was it to a country other than the one during your upbringing? 

• How many times? 

• Tell me about the places you have travelled to. 

 

 

 

 

 

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
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8.7. Tell me about any experiences you have had working overseas.   

• What lessons (if any) did you take away from working in a different 

culture?   

 
 

8. Do you have friendships with people who come from different cultural 

background than your own?   
• Tell me about those friendships 

• How did they come about 

Gender? (Yes / No) 

 

Race? (Yes / No) 

 

Age? (Yes / No) 

 

Nationality? (Yes / No) 

 

Religion? (Yes / No) 

 

Wealth? (Yes / No) 

 

 

 

 

8.9. Do you have friends that life abroad? (Yes / No)   

Gender? (Yes / No) 

 

Race? (Yes / No) 

 

Age? (Yes / No) 

 

Nationality? (Yes / No) 

 

Religion? (Yes / No) 

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
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Wealth? (Yes / No) 
 

 
 

 

8.10. The culture that you currently live by, has it in any way migrated from 

the one during your upbringing? (Yes / No)   

Gender? (Yes / No) 

 

Race? (Yes / No) 

 

Age? (Yes / No) 

 

Nationality? (Yes / No) 

 

Religion? (Yes / No) 

 

Wealth? (Yes / No) 

 

 

 

 

8.11. Describe the primary values and norms that you live by. 

• Is it in any way different from that of your parents? (Yes / No)   

Gender? (Yes / No) 

 

Race? (Yes / No) 

 

Age? (Yes / No) 

 

Nationality? (Yes / No) 

 

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
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Religion? (Yes / No) 

 

Wealth? (Yes / No) 

 

 
 

 

13.12. Is there anything else you could / would want to add? 

 

14.13. Demographic details of Interviewee: 

Gender? 

Race? 

Age? What year where you bornurn in 

Position within organization? 

Nationality? 

Religion? 

 
 

The interviewer thanks you for your time  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
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11.6  Leadership as a process 
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Organisational Structure 

Leadership 

Followers 
Attributes 
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Leader 
Attributes 

Knowledge 
Power 

Communication Communication 

Communication 
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11.7  An Integrated Framework for the External, Organisational and Evaluative Context of Leadership 
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11.8  Generation one, two and three and their characteristics 

Generation 1 Generation 2 Generation 3 

Senior in apartheid era 
White executives, diversity not on the agenda, 
especially race 
Born before the 1950’s 
Job for life 
 
 
Deferential 
Autocratic / paternalistic 
Respect according to class, colour / gender 
and position 
 
 
Acceptable of military discipline 
Rigid hours 
Tell me what and how 
Parent - child 
Unconsciously conservative 
Unconscious values (‘inherited’) 
 
 
Will wait what decision are made at the top 
Wait and see what happens 
 
Married for life no matter what 
“Dying breed” at all times 
Technical experience 
 
 
 
‘Good old days’ 

Senior during transition 
White executives generally diversity on the agenda 
especially race 
Born between 1950’s – 1960’s 
Job until forced out or better offer  
 
 
Hierarchical 
Task focussed 
Respect for position, age, money / status / colour / 
gender 
 
 
Forced conscription 
Long hours 
Tell me what – some flexibility around how 
Adult – adult 
More liberal 
Values on wall – not necessarily lived, e.g. sexual 
harassment 
 
If apply for promotion and don’t get it, will wait until 
next time 
Guarded and subtle 
 
High divorce rates 
Current senior executives 
Technical experience and learned social 
behaviours 
 
‘Our way is best’ 

Post-apartheid 
Greater diversity, different diversity issues also 
emerging 
Born between 1970’s – 1980’s 
Contract: what I get from you and what you get from me 
 
Self-actualisation rather than status 
More balanced 
Respect for person, not age respectful. Not necessarily 
money or status rather created identities, flexibility, 
balance 
 
No rites of passage 
Flexible; balance 
Need boundaries, but tell me what not how 
Independent 
Consciously conservative 
Live values (chosen) 
 
 
If apply for promotion and don’t get it, will look around 
Tell me straight – positives, negatives, career plan 
 
Strong commitment rather than marriage – could be 
contractual (for short time) 
Current junior executives 
Little experience, but well developed sense of self – can 
be perceived as arrogant because of this 
 
The oldest are out of touch 
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11.9  Graphical depiction of the four CQ Factors 
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11.10  20 Item Four-Factor CQ scores for Leader 1 to 15 
 

 

Leader (n)    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14   15 Mean(MN) 
 

CQ Strategy Q1    6   7   7   5   5   6   7   5   5   7   7   6   7   7   6     6.20  
            
CQ Strategy Q2    6     7   7   5   4   5   6   6   5   6   7   6    7   7   6     6.00  
       
CQ Strategy Q3    6   5   7   5   4   5   5   5   5   6   7   5   6   6   6     5.53  
       
CQ Strategy Q4    5   5   5   7   3   5     6     6   5   5   5   5   6   5   5     5.20  

   
CQ Knowledge Q1   4   5   4   3   5   2   1   6   5   3   5   2   5   4   4     3.87  
 
CQ Knowledge Q2   5   7   4   3   3   6   4   6   5   3   4   4    5   4   5     4.53  
     
CQ Knowledge Q3   4     6   5   4   4   5   4   7   4   3   3   4   5   4   4     4.40  
     
CQ Knowledge Q4   4   6   6   4   5   3   3   5   4   3   4   4   4   4   3     4.13  
     
CQ Knowledge Q5   3   1   5   2   2   2   1   5   4   3   2   2   4   4   3     2.87  
      
CQ Knowledge Q6   3   4   5   2   2   2   3   6   4   3   2   3   5    4   3     3.40  
      
CQ Motivation Q1    6   5   5   6   6   7   7   6   5   6   5   7   4   6   6     5.80  
     
CQ Motivation Q2    4   5   5     4   4   6   5   7   4   5   4   5   5   5   2     4.67  
        
CQ Motivation Q3    5   4   7   6   4   7   7   6   5   5   3   5   6   6   5     5.40  
         
CQ Motivation Q4    4   5   6   6   5   6   6   6   4   7   4   5   6     4   5     5.27 
         
CQ Motivation Q5    4   6   7   5   5   6   5   6   5   6   4   5   1   4   3     4.80  
    
CQ Behaviour Q1    4   4   5   2     1    6   4   5   2   5   5   6   5   6   3     4.20 
       
CQ Behaviour Q2   4   4   7   2   4   3   1   6   4   5   5   6   5   6   3     4.33  

     
CQ Behaviour Q3    5   4   6   2   5   3    1   6   4   5   5   5   5   6   4     4.40  

     
CQ Behaviour Q4    4   4   6   6   5   6   7   5   4   4   6   5   5   6   3     5.07 
 
CQ Behaviour Q5    4   4   7   5   2   5   1   6   2   4   6   5   5   6   3     4.33 
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11.11  Graphical depiction of the 12 LBDQ Factors 
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11.12  Gender - Minimum, Maximum, Mean, and Standard 
Deviation of the CQ and LBDQ descriptive 

 
Female Descriptive - CQ      MIN MAX MN SD 

Strategy       5.50 6.50 6.08 .41  
Knowledge      2.67 4.67 3.58 .70 
Motivation      4.00 6.00 4.83 .77 
Behaviour      2.80 6.00 4.63 1.31  

 
Female Descriptive - LBDQ   MIN MAX MN SD 

Representation      4.09 4.60 4.36 .18  
Demand Reconciliation     4.00 4.50 4.33 .19 
Tolerance of Uncertainty    2.81 3.67 3.26 .35 
Persuasiveness      3.87 4.40 4.11 .24 
Initiation of Structure     3.73 4.38 4.10 .24 
Tolerance of Freedom     3.33 4.42 4.04 .39 
Role Assumption     3.84 4.46 4.15 .23 
Consideration      3.51 4.36 4.01 .29 
Production Emphasis     3.37 4.20 3.82 .32 
Predictive Accuracy     3.74 4.27 3.97 .20 
Integration      3.83 4.64 4.28 .35 
Superior Orientation     3.87 4.32 4.14 .17 
 

Male Descriptive - CQ      MIN MAX MN SD 
Strategy       4.00 6.50 5.50 .72 
Knowledge      3.00 5.83 4.06 .97 
Motivation      4.60 6.40 5.42 .70 
Behaviour      3.20 6.20 4.36 1.02  

 
Male Descriptive - LBDQ   MIN MAX MN SD 

Representation      3.66 4.87 4.26 .36  
Demand Reconciliation     3.72 4.29 4.05 .21 
Tolerance of Uncertainty    3.00 3.78 3.37 .35 
Persuasiveness      3.70 4.10 3.91 .15 
Initiation of Structure     3.52 4.24 3.93 .21 
Tolerance of Freedom     3.53 4.54 3.93 .33 
Role Assumption     3.69 4.40 4.02 .25 
Consideration      3.56 4.20 3.84 .27 
Production Emphasis     3.33 4.00 3.69 .23 
Predictive Accuracy     3.53 3.93 3.78 .13 
Integration      3.80 4.33 4.02 .16 
Superior Orientation     3.87 4.25 4.07 .13 
 
n = 15 
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11.13  Race - Minimum, Maximum, Mean, and Standard Deviation 
of the CQ and LBDQ descriptive 

 
Non-White Descriptive - CQ      MIN MAX MN SD 

Strategy       4.00 6.50 5.58 .97  
Knowledge      2.67 5.83 4.31 1.10 
Motivation      4.40 6.20 5.33 .82 
Behaviour      2.80 6.20 4.37 1.42  

 
Non-White Descriptive - LBDQ  MIN MAX MN SD 

Representation      3.66 4.87 4.31 .44 
Demand Reconciliation     3.72 4.50 4.14 .30 
Tolerance of Uncertainty    3.03 3.78 3.42 .33 
Persuasiveness      3.70 4.40 4.01 .31 
Initiation of Structure     3.52 4.38 3.98 .31 
Tolerance of Freedom     3.53 4.42 3.94 .31 
Role Assumption     3.77 4.46 4.11 .28 
Consideration      3.56 4.36 3.90 .30 
Production Emphasis     3.37 4.20 3.80 .33 
Predictive Accuracy     3.53 4.16 3.80 .23 
Integration      3.87 4.64 4.17 .33 
Superior Orientation     3.87 4.32 4.10 .17 
 

White Descriptive - CQ      MIN MAX MN SD 
Strategy       5.25 6.50 5.83 .40 
Knowledge      3.00 4.83 3.57 .59 
Motivation      4.00 6.40 5.09 .76 
Behaviour      3.20 6.00 4.53 .94  

 
White Descriptive - LBDQ   MIN MAX MN SD 

Representation      4.00 4.55 4.29 .18 
Demand Reconciliation     3.83 4.50 4.18 .21 
Tolerance of Uncertainty    2.81 3.77 3.26 .35 
Persuasiveness      3.80 4.10 3.98 .11 
Initiation of Structure     3.73 4.24 3.99 .17 
Tolerance of Freedom     3.33 4.54 3.99 .39 
Role Assumption     3.69 4.40 4.05 .22 
Consideration      3.51 4.20 3.91 .28 
Production Emphasis     3.33 4.00 3.70 .23 
Predictive Accuracy     3.74 4.27 3.90 .15 
Integration      3.80 4.47 4.10 .25 
Superior Orientation     3.87 4.27 4.09 .14 
 
n = 15 
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11.14   Age - Minimum, Maximum, Mean, and Standard Deviation 
of the CQ and LBDQ descriptive 

 
Below 40 Descriptive - CQ      MIN MAX MN SD 

Strategy       5.00 6.50 5.75 .65  
Knowledge      3.00 4.83 3.79 .94 
Motivation      4.60 6.00 5.45 .62 
Behaviour      3.20 6.20 4.35 1.38  

 
Below 40 Descriptive - LBDQ   MIN MAX MN SD 

Representation      3.66 4.55 4.09 .38  
Demand Reconciliation     3.72 4.29 4.10 .27 
Tolerance of Uncertainty    3.00 3.63 3.24 .29 
Persuasiveness      3.81 4.10 3.97 .14 
Initiation of Structure     3.52 4.00 3.80 .21 
Tolerance of Freedom     3.53 4.10 3.77 .29 
Role Assumption     3.91 4.40 4.05 .24 
Consideration      3.56 4.20 3.75 .30 
Production Emphasis     3.62 4.00 3.82 .16 
Predictive Accuracy     3.62 3.93 3.82 .14 
Integration      3.87 4.13 3.97 .11 
Superior Orientation     3.87 4.25 4.11 .17 
 

Above 40 Descriptive - CQ      MIN MAX MN SD 
Strategy       4.00 6.50 5.73 .70 
Knowledge      2.67 5.83 3.89 .90 
Motivation      4.00 6.40 5.09 .82 
Behaviour      2.80 6.00 4.51 1.07  

 
Above 40 Descriptive - LBDQ   MIN MAX MN SD 

Representation      4.00 4.87 4.37 .23  
Demand Reconciliation     3.83 4.50 4.19 .24 
Tolerance of Uncertainty    2.81 3.78 3.35 .37 
Persuasiveness      3.70 4.40 3.40 .23 
Initiation of Structure     3.73 4.38 4.05 .19 
Tolerance of Freedom     3.33 4.54 4.05 .35 
Role Assumption     3.69 4.46 4.08 .25 
Consideration      3.51 4.36 3.96 .26 
Production Emphasis     3.33 4.20 3.71 .30 
Predictive Accuracy     3.53 4.27 3.87 .20 
Integration      3.80 4.64 4.18 .30 
Superior Orientation     3.87 4.32 4.09 .15 
 
n = 15 
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11.15  Position - Minimum, Maximum, Mean, and Standard 
Deviation of the CQ and LBDQ descriptive 

 
Senior and Executive Descriptive - CQ MIN MAX MN SD 

Strategy       4.00 6.50 5.57 .80  
Knowledge      2.67 4.83 3.71 .85 
Motivation      4.60 6.40 5.46 .69 
Behaviour      2.80 6.20 4.09 1.11  

 
Senior and Executive Descriptive - LBDQ MIN MAX MN SD 

Representation      3.96 4.87 4.36 .31 
Demand Reconciliation     3.83 4.40 4.15 .22 
Tolerance of Uncertainty    3.00 3.77 3.32 .37 
Persuasiveness      3.70 4.40 3.99 .23 
Initiation of Structure     3.75 4.38 4.05 .21 
Tolerance of Freedom     3.53 4.54 4.03 .37 
Role Assumption     3.69 4.40 4.06 .30 
Consideration      3.58 4.36 3.87 .30 
Production Emphasis     3.33 4.16 3.72 .31 
Predictive Accuracy     3.53 4.16 3.86 .19 
Integration      3.80 4.52 4.09 .26 
Superior Orientation     3.93 4.32 4.11 .15 
 

Middle Descriptive - CQ      MIN MAX MN SD 
Strategy       5.00 6.50 5.88 .53 
Knowledge      3.00 5.83 4.00 .94 
Motivation      4.00 6.20 4.95 .79 
Behaviour      3.20 6.00 4.80 1.07  

 
Middle Descriptive - LBDQ   MIN MAX MN SD 

Representation      3.66 4.60 4.24 .28 
Demand Reconciliation     3.72 4.50 4.18 .28 
Tolerance of Uncertainty    2.81 3.78 3.33 .35 
Persuasiveness      3.81 4.40 3.99 .19 
Initiation of Structure     3.52 4.26 3.93 .23 
Tolerance of Freedom     3.33 4.33 3.92 .34 
Role Assumption     3.84 4.46 4.08 .19  
Consideration      3.51 4.20 3.94 .27 
Production Emphasis     3.37 4.20 3.75 .24 
Predictive Accuracy     3.62 4.27 3.86 .20 
Integration      3.83 4.64 4.16 .30 
Superior Orientation     3.87 4.27 4.09 .16 
 
n = 15 
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11.16  Results from applying the Cultural Intelligence Interview 
Guide Measurement Tool in the field with the five Leaders 

 

14.Demographic details of Interviewees: 

Leader 1: White male from the age group 50+ in an executive leadership position 

Leader 3: Asian male from the age group 30+ in a senior leadership position 

Leader 7: Coloured female from the age group 40+ in a senior leadership 

position 

Leader 8: African male from the age group 40+ in a middle management 

leadership position 

Leader 12: White female from the age group 40+ in a middle management 

leadership position 

1. Let me ask you to think how much you know about cultures other 
than your own.    

• How would you rate your general knowledge of other cultures?   

• How did you learn about these other cultures (e.g. direct contact, 
reading, etc.)?  

Leader 1: This leader indicated that he has a medium knowledge of other 

cultures and has learnt about them unknowingly through his relationship with 

having Asian friends. He further indicated that he has an informal way of learning 

about other cultures and has never researched any cultures. He does this by 

asking questions and prompting people for answers if he does not understand 

the actions / gestures within another culture. 

Leader 3: This leader indicated than on a scale of one to five he would rate 

himself a three. He mentioned that he has a fair idea about other cultures and 

that he mostly learnt about them as a direct result of apartheid. He knows far 

more about the black, black (as he calls it) culture than the white culture purely 

because of there having been dividing lines. He indicated that they were not 

allowed to used the same facilities as the whites and has thus learnt more about 

their own than about others, he further related this to marriage rituals. The way in 
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which this leader learns is not through research but through sheer experience. 

He likes to try out different things. 

Leader 7: This leader rates her as having 10% knowledge of other cultures as 

there are so many and she feels she has only scratched the surface. She gets 

her culture knowledge from direct interactions, internet, reading, television and 

radio.  

Leader 8: This leader measured him knowledge of culture as 7 out of 10. He 

learnt from reading but as a matter of interest and not from research. He has 

learnt a lot about African cultures through being involved in “lobola” negotiations.  

Leader 12: This leader indicated that she had no vast knowledge but she had 

some. She further indicated that she obtained it from being married to a Greek 

and that she acquired it through reading, she does not research it though.  

2. Have you ever attended cross-cultural training? (Yes / No).   

• Please give a brief description of that training.   

• To what extent have you been able to use it in the workplace?  

Leader 1: No. 

Leader 3: No. 

Leader 7: Yes. The training was designed to discuss to have open-ended 

discussions about religion, race, gender, and culture. The training was valuable 

as it assisted the leader in understanding other cultures and her colleagues 

better. She mentions that it is important to respect other people’s cultures and by 

doing so we could all contribute to a happy working environments. 

Leader 8: Yes. Valuing diversity, which was compulsory training from the 

employer. The training touched on having discussions about your own 

background. This helped in understanding people in the workplace even better. 

Leader 12: Yes. Valuing diversity, which was compulsory training from the 

employer. The training intervention had limited benefit but it did help to 

understand others better.  
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3. Are you mentoring / coaching anyone from a different culture to 
yours?     (Yes / No).  

• What challenges if any have you experienced in the 
mentoring/coaching relationship?   

• How have you dealt with them?  

Leader 1: Yes. He indicated that he is mentoring / couching people from both an 

Asian and Coloured culture and that work necessitated this. The challenge faced 

within the mentoring process where the background has influenced the 

educational level not aligning outputs as per that of the other culture groups. 

Language has been identified as the barrier rather than it being a cultural issue. 

The way the leader dealt with the situation was to identify the gaps and to apply 

development tools to close the gap. 

Leader 3: Yes. In business today we have all adopted the Western working 

culture and it is difficult to merge this with the culture during upbringing. The way 

to overcome this is to develop the ability to move between these cultures 

depending on what the situation requires. The way this leader dealt with these 

conflicting situations was to talk through the various issues and understand the 

behaviour first before assumptions are made. 

Leader 7: Yes. The leader indicates that she is mentoring someone from a Hindi 

(Hare-Krishna) culture and needs to understand the prohibition to the intake of 

beef or pork. When she then invites this individual for lunch she needs to 

remember not to prepare beef or pork. 

Leader 8: No. 

Leader 12: Yes. This leader is mentoring an African male, coloured female and 

an Asian female. The leader has found limited challenges, as she is able to adapt 

easily. 
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4. Are you being mentored / coached by anyone from a different culture 
to yours? (Yes / No). 

• What challenges if any have you experienced in being mentored or 
coached by someone different from yourself?   

• How have you dealt with them?  

Leader 1: No. 

Leader 3: Yes. Mentoring is done informally without people even knowing. The 

leader does this mainly through observing. The biggest challenge found for this 

leader was during an instance where he felt not enough was done from the 

Western (white) culture point of view to embrace diversity. The way he dealt with 

it was through sharing his frustration with the group of leaders and trying to 

understand their viewpoint. One thing he indicated as important to him was that 

the team needed to know how he felt about the situation rather than keeping it to 

himself.  

Leader 7: No. 

Leader 8: Yes. Being mentored by a white Afrikaans male. The challenges faced 

are getting the message across of how different things have different importance 

in other cultures; here we refer to for example, funerals. 

Leader12: Yes. Everyone at work come from different cultures but she has faced 

no challenges. 

6.5. Do you speak more than one language? (Yes / No) 

• How many? 

• How did you acquire your knowledge of another language? How 
many? 

Leader 1: Yes. Two   being Afrikaans developed during schooling and English 

being the home language. 

Leader 3: Yes. Three being Afrikaans, English and Hindi. The leader indicated 

his love for Afrikaans and mentioned that it was one of his favourite subjects at 

school; he did extremely well in the subject. English he learnt from school and it 

was used as a universal language at home. He further spoke English due to the 

region of upbringing being KZN where most people spoke English.  Hindi, 
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although it is his mother tongue he cannot speak, read or understand. He is 

further learning a black language. 

Leader 7: Yes. Two  being Afrikaans, which she learnt through it being her 

“mother tongue” and then English which she learnt at school. 

Leader 8: Yes. This leader can speak five languages. South Sotho being the 

home language, Tswana was studied; North Sotho was obtained from reading 

books and being married to a North Sotho wife. English and Afrikaans from 

school. 

Leader 12: Yes. The leader speaks three languages being Afrikaans which was 

learnt at school, English being the home language and Greek from being married 

to a Greek husband. 

 

7.6. Have you ever travelled abroad? (Yes / No) 

• If so, was it to a country other than the one during your 
upbringing? 

• How many times? 

• Tell me about the places you have travelled to. 

Leader 1: Yes. It has always been to country other than that of the leader’s 

upbringing. He has travelled abroad 14 times mainly due to the work requiring it 

from the leader. Had it been up to the leader himself he would not have travelled 

to any of these countries mainly because of the financial outlay required. The 

leader prefers to travel to places close and familiar to his place of upbringing and 

/ or culture. The leader spoke about Singapore as the country that most amazed 

him during his travels as it is a combination of various cultures which have been 

able to overcome the cultural barrier.  

Leader 3: Yes. He has travelled Africa extensively and has only travelled to 

countries other than that of his upbringing. Within Africa he has travelled to 

Swaziland, Lesotho, Mozambique, Malawi and Tanzania. He mentions that 

having travelled locally (meaning not abroad) gave him the background to speak 

to foreigners visiting our country with confidence about the rest of Africa. He also 

indicated that as a result of the financial constraints he has only been able to 
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travel abroad once being the Far East.  His approach to travelling was first to 

travel inside South Africa then Africa and then abroad.  

Leader 7: Yes. She travelled to Mauritius once and can quite clearly remember 

the lush vegetation, beautiful beaches, friendly and hospitable natives as well as 

the ugliness of poverty. 

Leader 8: No. It has never been a priority for this leader to travel and the furthest 

he has ever been from home was Lesotho. Part of the reason for this is the 

financial constraints this leader faces. 

Leader 12: Yes. She has travelled to places other than her home country since 

the age of 15. She has visited the UK at age 15 and 21, Switzerland, Austria, 

Germany, Italy, Holland and France, all at the age of 21, Singapore at age 25, 

Egypt at age 45 and Greece and Cyprus at age 46.  

 

8.7. Tell me about any experiences you have had working 
overseas.   

• What lessons (if any) did you take away from working in a 
different culture?   

Leader 1: Never worked overseas. 

Leader 3: Never worked overseas. He does mention though that people he 

knows have gone overseas for work are struggling with adapting to the foreign 

culture. The countries he mentioned were the US and the UK. 

Leader 7: Never worked overseas. 

Leader 8: Never worked overseas. This leader did mention though that there 

seems to be more value placed on the knowledge of people from abroad than 

locally, he feels this is not founded and that there are no grounds for this. 

Leader 12: Never worked overseas. 
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8. Do you have friendships with people who come from different 
cultural background than your own?   

• Tell me about those friendships 

• How did they come about 

Gender? (Yes / No) 

 

Race? (Yes / No) 

 

Age? (Yes / No) 

 

Nationality? (Yes / No) 

 

Religion? (Yes / No) 

 

Wealth? (Yes / No) 

 

 

 

Leader 1: Yes. The leader has friends from an Asian, German and Ghana 

culture. They mainly became friends as they lived close by and started talking 

and sharing as a matter of course. What was interesting is that through the 

friendship with the German the leader further learnt more about the Jewish 

culture. 

Leader 3: Yes. He chose to categorise them as he called ABC, being Asian, 

Black and Coloured. Asian friends emanated from his upbringing. Black friends 

he developed from working as well as through the apartheid era. Even although 

his dad was a policeman his mother was heavily involved with the ANC and 
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hence black people regularly visited their house. Coloured friends he developed 

due to his great, great grandmother being coloured. White friends he developed 

from working relationships and from family having married whites. 

Leader 7: Yes. These are close friends who transcend across cultural barriers 

and the bands are kept through mutual respect. The friendships were built from 

family friends. 

Leader 8: Yes. Friends, which are Zulu, Xhosa, French. These friendships were 

developed from going to the same schools and from the work environment. 

Leader 12: Yes. She has Afrikaans, English and Greek friends developed from 

work and as clients and family.  

8.9. Do you have friends that life abroad? (Yes / No)   

Gender? (Yes / No) 

 

Race? (Yes / No) 

 

Age? (Yes / No) 

 

Nationality? (Yes / No) 

 

Religion? (Yes / No) 

 

Wealth? (Yes / No) 

 

 

 

Leader 1: No. The leader does have a brother and his own daughter living 
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overseas. 

Leader 3: Yes. The friends are in the Far East, USA and UK and he has contact 

roughly three times per month. He mentions that the contact is via Short 

message service and Email and that the discussions are superficial and does not 

touch topics as deep as culture. 

Leader 7: Yes. 

Leader 8: No. 

Leader 12: Yes. She has friends in Cyprus, USA, UK and Australia but contact is 

limited to once per annum. 

8.10. The culture that you currently live by, has it in any way 
migrated from the one during your upbringing? (Yes / No)   

Gender? (Yes / No) 

 

Race? (Yes / No) 

 

Age? (Yes / No) 

 

Nationality? (Yes / No) 

 

Religion? (Yes / No) 

 

Wealth? (Yes / No) 

 

 

 

Leader 1: No. 
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Leader 3: Yes. It has moved to adopting the western working culture but he still 

moves back to his culture of upbringing when at home with his friends and family.  

Leader 7: No. 

Leader 8: Yes. A huge change has occurred so much so that the culture is not 

the same as that of the upbringing. Children of today cannot even speak or read 

the local language and can only read, speak and understand English. 

Leader 12: Yes. The transition for this leader has been from an English family to 

that of Greek being married to a Greek husband. She has had to compromise on 

both ends including her religion and was married as a Greek and children were 

christened as Greeks. Language was the biggest adaptation, as the Greeks 

speak loud and they kiss when greeting. 

8.11. Describe the primary values and norms that you live by. 

• Is it in any way different from that of your parents? (Yes / No)   

Gender? (Yes / No) 

 

Race? (Yes / No) 

 

Age? (Yes / No) 

 

Nationality? (Yes / No) 

 

Religion? (Yes / No) 

 

Wealth? (Yes / No) 
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Leader 1: Values (Honesty, Integrity, Respect). Norms (Treat others the way you 

would want to be treated and think of those less privileged than you. Always give 

something back to the community. It aligns with that learnt from parents. 

Leader 3: Values (Respect being his biggest value), he mentions that it means 

respect both ways ito giving and receiving. To get close to him one has to show 

respect. Having said this he does mention that respect could be seen to be weak, 

but that is not how he views it. He is extremely honourable to his family, friends 

and country. He has no set number of values. Norms (He does not have a strong 

relationship with norms but in instances where they arise, he tries to understand 

them first before making judgement calls. The values and norms he lives by are 

not different from those he enjoyed during his upbringing. He learnt being 

respectful and honourable from his dad being in the police force. 

Leader 7: Values (Respect, Trust, Integrity and Honesty. This leader was taught 

through upbringing to respect any human being, insect and organism). Norms 

(Treat others the way you would like to be treated, sharing of food and drink and 

money and material things do not change who you are in the eyes of God). No. 

Leader 8: Values (No specific values was mentioned but indicated that you 

should respect your elders). Norms (Do whatever your elder requests and always 

respect the elder and people in position of authority. Today’s kids are no longer 

living by these norms. Church going has been passed down from generation to 

generation, but again the kids of today do not live by it).  

Leader 12: The culture this leader lives by is not very different from that of her 

parents and she firmly believes in living by the ten commandments and doing the 

correct thing but does not have any specific values and norms. 

13.12. Is there anything else you could / would want to add? 

Leader 1: The leader indicated that to travel and having friends from cultures 

other than his made his eyes open to how different other cultures and people are. 

He further indicated that through his various overseas trips he has never seen a 

country being able to live in such reasonable harmony as in South Africa. He 

further mentioned that if one considers how the English and Scottish disagree as 
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well as the French and English, then South Africa has something to be proud of.  

Leader 3: This leader mentioned that the way he views culture is that it is liquid 

and always moves. It is never stable and can seldom be pinpointed. He indicates 

that South Africa is a melting pot of cultures, developed over years. He further 

indicates that we as South Africans should never strive to make this unique 

culture of ours solid or one. Each person should be unique. He further mentions 

that he did research his origin and have found that is a mixture of various 

cultures that have developed to the one he lives by today, he is at total peace 

with who he is.    

Leader 7: This leader finds the study of cultures very interesting as it fascinates 

her as her origin are from the Cape Malays, these being the islanders of Ceylon 

and Java brought to the Cape as slaves. They were then forced to serve whites 

as cooks and labourers and were not allowed to practise their own religion being 

Islam. Christianity was forced upon them and they were forced to consume pork 

and alcohol.  

Leader 8: With time cultures have diluted and migrated and if we do not protect 

these cultures and tell our kids of them they will disappear. The leader further 

indicated that it is nice to be able to talk to someone about culture and norms, as 

it is almost untouched in the working environment and as a topic of discussion. 

This leader further indicated that one should treat people, as one would like to be 

treated and that he enjoys being able to help others. 

Leader 12: The leader indicated that culture was extremely interesting and that 

she enjoyed learning how other cultures and traditions work but that she get’s to 

know about it as it comes along as apposed to researching the topic, she further 

does not read about culture before she travels. This leader was born and raised 

in Zimbabwe and met her husband in Zimbabwe. She came to South Africa at 

the age of 23 in 1983. Her mother was senior mistress at a black school and so 

she grew up and mixed with other cultures and colours.   
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11.17  Schedule 

 


